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TM£ DOTS NUMfl2AL CANCfllATIONS 
SOit\£ FURTl-lfR. N01vfS 

DR. A.I-I. WO~TMAN 
The introduction of the numerl:il dots cancellations was announced in. Circular 

No.147 of the Head Office of the Postal ~dministration, dated 31st. May 1858, for the use 
of the thief towns of the Guberniyc, the Uyezdnii nnd so on as already described in this 
Journal , with the exception of the smaller postal branches and postal stations. Their 
UEe was extended to those by a further circular, No.157 of 17th. August 18582• 

Thus not only had the imperforate lOk. been sent out to all the post offices, 
including those in Siberia, but the perforated lOk., 20k. and 30k. had also been issued 
before there wore any dots cancellers at all. Moreover, all the numerals were not issued 
in 1858. Some of those in the truncated triangular type for postal stations were not 
issued in fact until after the dots numeral cancellations were ceasing to be used in the 
la:rger post offices. We shall consider the implications of this later. 

The first type for the chief towns of Guberniya (Provinces) had three 
concentric rings of dots surrounding the numornl and the overall dinmetur was probably 
meant to be 2 cm. in all cases, but actual measurement shows that most of them are 2.1.cm. 
duo no doubt to the heaviness of the impression. One, No.56 (Chernigov) is . less than 
2 cu. while a variant of No. 1 was very much larger • 

• • •-t" . . . . -... • • • • • • • • . • 1'Z ... • • • iJ • •• 
• • • • • • • • • • . . .... .. . . . . 

.1. 

•••• • • • •••• • • 4 • •• ···43· .. •• • • •• • • • • •• • ••••• . ...... 
• • • • • ,._ 

fhe outer ring w~s composed of 24 dots, the middle ring 18 r-md the iru1er ring 
either 12 or 10, thus mt:king two sub-typ0s. These arc quite distinct because in the 10 
dots inner rings, the dots are not arronged regularly in a circle, but usually three dots 
are in a more or less straight line above and below the numeral and there are two dots nt 
each side (fig. 1). Nos. 11 to 13, 15, 17, 28, 29, 33 to 39, 41, 44, 49 and 54 to 56 
are all like this nnd there may be others, for I have not seen every one. In addition 

·I B.J.R.P. Vol.4, Nos.25, 26, 27 and 28. (The illustrations in these articles were 
originally drawn by the writer for his article in Stc.nley Gibbons' Monthly Journal, Mny 1938) 
2 RUsskaya Pochta V'Imperii, V'Turtsii, V'Kitai i Pochta V'Tsarstvie Polskom, S.V.Prigara 
New York, 1941. 
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there is a curious bnriant of the 10 dots type, in which there are only two dots above and 
below with three dots at eech side (fig. 2). Nos. 46, 47 and 48 are like this. 

More than one hand.stamp was used et St.Petersburg. The earlier ones had an 
extra two dots on each side of the figure 11111 within the inner circle, and there were at 
least two hand.stamps in this type alono, one having a very long sloping serif at the top 
(fig. 3). The figure 11111 in the other type without the two extra dots at the sides was 
a little longer. There is yet another variety with larger rings of smaller dots. I 
believe I saw an example at the London International Exhibition of 1950, but it is very 
rare. 

The figures in the Moscow No.2 sometimes appear to be different, but I think 
there was only one type, although a. number of handstnmps may have been in use. .An imperfect 
impression may give a "2" with an open loop. The No.3 (iu-khangelsk) is so curiously 
shaped that smudged heavy impressions look like a two inverted. Thero were at least 
two different No.5 1 s used at Vilna. The figures 11 611 in every numerel in which they occur 
have no ball nt the top,. except in the case of No.36, and all the "9's" have bells at the 
end of the tails. 

The figures of No.33 are italic in a.ppearence, i.e. they are thin and sloping. 
The only coloured impressions seem to be No.19 (Kovno) which I have in both blue and 
puryle. The latest use of a dots cancellation in this type which I ca.n record is of No. 
49 lTiflis) on a cover to Scotland in 1871. 

••••••••• ••••••••• ····t,···· ... . .. 
•••• • ••• ••••••••• .......... 

it, 

• • • •••••• • ••• • • ....... : •. • .. · 14· .• ••• • •••• • • • • • • • ···-:•:•· •••• 

••••• •• •••• .. u·· . . . .,. • • • • •• • 10 .•. .. ···-···· . ...... . 
(. 

•• • •• .. ....•• . .. -,. ... 
•• •.4tft4• • • ••• itJvu.·.•. • ••••••• ••••••• .., 

The Rectunguler type for District Towns. There does not seem to be much 
variety in the hand.stamps used for the rectangular type. There are three rows of dots 
on each side of the number end two above nnd below, whether the number consists of two or 
three digits, but where there is only one, an extra dot appeP..rs at each of the four 
cornGrs inside (fig. 4). 

The "6's" he.ve a straight top end no bo.11 and in No.69 there is no ball on 
__ thQ }) either. $ome of the numbers in this type occur struck in coloured ink, Nos. 

46, 49, 175, 223, 301 and 466 in red and Nos. 239, 240, 443 nnd 612 in blue , end no doubt 
there are many others. The red colour comf:ls off rather easily id! the stamp is iIIBllersed 
in water, and the blue colour is a little suaeptible to water too. '1.'heae rectangular 
types are of such a size that th0y may appear complete upon a stamp. 

The ovnl t;ype for "frontier" post of:fices is the only other type which may 
be found complete upon a single stomp. These so-called frontier towns were ren.lly places 
of exit for mail going out of the country, and there were only nine of them. The single 
numeral in each case is surrounded by two oval rows of dots, with three extra dots arranged 
in a trinngle also included at each side. 
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In this type such rarities as No.4, Kiakhta and No.5 Nikolaevsk on the .Amur 
are to be found. Although Kiakhta was the place where regular exchanges of mail were 
taking place between Chinn and Mongolia on the one hand and Russia on the other, and such 
correspondenc0 oftGn r€ceived a Kiakhta transit me.rking, mail originating there at this 
time was small in quantity and so No.4 oval dots is not a col!IIIlon cancellation. No.5 is 
even more sgarce. The commonest are lfo.6, Odessa nnd No.9, Te.uroggen. .ii.s already 
J;Ointed out, the 11 611 has a straight top nnd the "9" a ball on the end of the toil. 
Impressions of No.6 are usually poor and the top row of dots is nearly always missing. 
No.9 is lrnown in blue. 

Examples of the Hexagonal type with pointed sides, used for villages, are, 
as may be imne,--ined, very scarce. No.30 in this type was used at· the Nizhni Novogorod 
Fair, and it is surprising that there are nnt more of them about; but not a single cover 
has been .recorded. The o~.ly covers in existence bearing this type are, so far as I 
know, the three in Kurt Jidler's collection. They are;- No.3 (Molodechno, Vilna Gmb.); 
No.24 (Grobin, Kurland Gub.) cancelling a lOk. p.12½ on an 1862 cover; and No.83 (Usviat, 
Vitebsk Gub.) on a 10k. stationery cover. 

They must have remained in use until at least 1875 as I have a No.57 (Ozurg-eti 
Tiflis Gub.) on a 20k. straight label. 

The other Hexagonal Type for Railway Termini and T.P.O.'s oos four vertical 
rows of dots on each side of the number, whether it is a single digit or double, and gives 
the iMpression of two rows of dots nll round, plus a single dot, above and below. Nos. 
12 end 14 clone differ from this in having two extra dots above and below (fig. 5) giving 
tl,e ef:fect of three rows of dots around the number, plus a vertica.l row on each side. 
l\\1mbors ere supposed to range from 1 to 9 and frot1 11 to 16, but I have not seen Nos. 
7 end 9. The Nikolai Railway, St.Petersburg - Moscow.No.l was used at the St.Petersburg 
teminus of the Nikolai Railway mld No. 2 at the Moscow terminus. From differences 
observed in the figures, I am sure that there were at least two different hand.stamps in 
use at each place. The "l's" differ in size, nnd so do tho "2's" the loop being a little 
larger in one of them. The 11311 has the same shape as in the circular type, looking like 
a:ri inverted "2", and the 11611 has a short straight top. Nur.ib,rs 3 to 8 were used in the 
travelling post offices on tho trains of the Nikolci linilway. The St.Petersburg -
Warsaw Railway. Nos. 11 to 16 were used in the T.P.0.'s of the St.Petersburg-Warsaw. 
Railway, Nos. 11, 13 and 15 on trains going in the direction St.Petersburg to Warsaw, azi.d 
nos. 12, 14 and 16 in the reverse direction. Thus the odd numbers m-e norma.lly found 
on Russirm stamps and the even nunbers on Poland's lOk. issued on 1st. Jan. 1860, the 
only stD.Llp issued for the Congress Kingdom of Rolnnd. .i:J.l except No.11 are very rare. 
Occasionally the even nunbers are found on Russian instead of the Polish stru:ip; I have a 
Ho.14 on a lOk. p.12-h .iill exr..nination of covers bearing the lower nunbers of the T.P.O.' s 
does not reveal any classification into odd numbers going in one direction and even 
mll,1bers in the other. Covers with numbers 3 Pnd 4 for example, both originated in Moscow. 

The sixth and finnl type, in the shape of a truncated trigngle, was used 
rneinly for some of the more important postf'.l stations on the vast network of the old post 
roads. This type also included so1:1e nuobers set n.side for the postal agencies abroad 
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of the Russian Company of Na)!igntion and Commerce , ond after 1866 some of the smcller 
Polish towns. Von Boclnnann , who first described and listed th.Jse dots cancellations 
r.1ore than sixty years ago, thought they included post rc.l depf'.rt1:ients of railway stations 
but the only one fitting this description is No. 700 for Riga Rcilw~y Station. This 
would be the Riga tGrmi'nus of tllf: Rign.-Dinaburg Railw.!y. ExonpltJs of this nur.iber on 
loose stamps are not~ornnon, but I lw.ve not seem a cover to check its origin. 

The arrangement of the dots in this type is uniforri whether there are two, 
three or four digits, with only minor variations. The usual urrtmgeraent is two rows 
of dots all round the ~bbr with en extra dot on top und two at each side, but there 
is n slightly different o.rrc.ngement on soue, e.g. only one dot on each side of No.1041 
(fig. 6) and three extrn dots above on No.1300 (fig. 7). Exemµles of coloured cancellatio~.E. 
seen in this type nre Nos. 177, 417, 778, 780 to 785, 884 and 1006 in blue, 780 in viclet
plu~ , 782, 783 end 803 in violet nnd 915 in purple. There must be many others. 

Up to the end of 1858, nUL~bers had bebn allocated as for as No.634 and only 
another two hundred or so had b0en added in tho next five yee:rs. Von Bochr.lrum's list 
ends with No.847 allocated in Septecber 1863, vnd there nre a few instnnces of numbers 
having been re-allocated. He says they were to go up to No.1700, but it is doubtful 
whether they went beyond the 13001 s. The highest nUJ.Tlbor seen is No.1344. 

Jiiy latest cover is dated 1876 and by this time even the officials in the little 
post~i stations wh~re eny mnil wns infroqu6ntly seen, must have boen tired of the dots 
concellations. Cancelling the star...ip with the dots numerei ond incidentally trying to 
keep it the right way up, md thun applying another hand.stmnp with the ploco name and. 
date elsewhere on the cover, memit double work .and it was abandoned es early ns 1862 
in some of the larger towns. Ex&ri.nc.tion of any collection of covers of 1862 to 1865 
,rill show towns like Moscow, Nurva, Fellin, Volnar and ~ven srJallor places such as 
lerch-Yenikcl& and Theodosia using the ordinnry single circulnr dat~->d type with town 
Hime and fleuron, a1d not the dots nu.raboreJ.s. 

This, I think, is the clue to the scarcity of this.type of cancellation on 
Ievunt mail, which must have been heavy in some of the R.O.P.i.T • .;~gencies, and to the 
rrystery of the nunbers which are said to have been allocated and which hnve never been 
found by collectors. The officials became tired of performing two operations where one 
would suffice. · 

They were however, definitely used e.t the following .i~gencies: 

778 T1IBBIZOND 
780 SNYRN.ii 
781 ME;RSilfa 

782 JJ.EX.iJ\i1)H.E.'TTJ~ 
783 BEIHUT 
784 ,foFF.i'.i. 

785 .iu..EX..NDRI.i~ 

There were two types of No.785, differing mainly in the s~npe of the flag 
of the figure "5". They were struck usually in blue, but sometimes in black raid in 
the other colours mentioned above. 

Not a single specimen is known, oven on n loose stnnp, of No.777 (BLTUM), 
No. 779 (li!YTILENE), ~:nd No. 787 (S...LONIK..l), but the discovery of u No. 786 hcs rE,c~::ntly 

4 Die ?ostnarko des Russischun Kaiserreichs. E.von Bochmnnn. 
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been reported by Mr.R.S.Blomfield of Knoxville. Its colour is said to be violet-blue, 
the colour used for No. 780 (SMYRNJ1.), nnd I have an exru~ple of No. 780 with a bit of the 
11011 missing in just the place to make it look like a 11 611

, in this colour. However, 
Mr.Blomfield I s exP..mple raay really be a No. 786. If so, no-one knows which ii.gency it 
represents. Stephen and 5chilinghirian have discussed this and there is no need to go 
over the same ground here. 

Six other numbers in this ~ype, Nos.812 end 823 to 827 were reserved for 
allocation to R.O.P.i.T. Agencies in 1863, a year after the numbers in the 700' s were 
allocated, but it is doubtful whether they were ever sent out to the i:..gencies. If they 
were, they mny never have been used. 

It seems a hopeless task, at this date, to seek to extend von Bochmann's list. 
There ore at least. 500 numbers unidentified, but the following list is a small 
beginning, in the hope that others may be able to add to it. The identifications have 
been noted by me from covers. Where the owner's name is not given, the covers are 
either nzy- own or in the collections of Dr.Salisbury and Dr.Snegireff. 

900 NOVOSELITSI (Stavropol G.) K • .iw.ler. 
1004 OSIENTSINI (Varsh. G.) V. Domanski. 
1021 ST. VJillT.A (Kalish G.) 
1026 DOMBIE (Kalish G.) 
1027 ZDUNSKAY.a. (Volin.G.) 
1034 OZORKOV (Kalish G.) 
1041 SOMPOLENO (Kalish G.) 
1043 llli"EIEV .(Kalish G.) 
1046 .tu.:EKBluIDROVSKAYi~ (Piotrkov G.) K.i..dler 
1067 ROKITSINI (Piotrkov G.) 
1071 TOMilSHOV (Piotrkov G.) 
1091 PRZHistJKILi (Radom G.~ K.Acller 
1097 SHIDLO'VmS (Rador,1 G. K.Mler 
1103 DZiiJ.OSHITSEVO (Lodz G.) 
1115 KlIMIELNIK (Kiel tse H.) 
1204 KUZMINSKI? (letters after "KU" not clear) 
1234 Pii.LEKH (Vlad.G.) K.Adler 
1255 GORODSK (Minsk G. ) H.F.Blease 
1256 DUNii.EVTSI (Pod.G.) 
1288 MAI GUSHh"V C.W.Roberts 
1290 GOHCHISHCHE (Siedl.G.) V.Doma.nski 
1329 EDINTSI (Bessar.G.) 

It will be seen that the majority of the names €.re Polish and they have been 
given here in a Russirulized form since that is how they u-~)pear in the named postranrks 
en the covers. They were not SI!l!l.11 postcl stations, but in some cases quite importroit 
little towns, and nearly all had previously been given numbers in the Polish rings type. 
No further numbers in this type were allotted after 1866 and sometime later it was 
decided to substitute for them new numbers in the dots type. It is interesting to 
compe.re the original Polish numbers with the new dots nUL1bers. No doubt the new numbers 

5 StaI'lps of the Russian Empire Used .il.broo.d, Pts.I ond II. 
S.D.Tchilinghirian nnd w.s.E.Stephen. 
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w1::ro alloce.tc-<l in blocks for u particular district, often in the sDme order, but this 
wns not so in every case. For rjxnmple in the Piotrkov district we ha.vo 

Polish rings Noa. 
183 
187 

ROKITSINI 
TO:t-!iiSHOV 

Dots Nos. 
1067 
1071 

oxr!.ctly four nunbers ap/U't in euch case imd we are ter1pted to fill in the 
blanks in our dots numbers with the nnnes of the towns which are known for the 
intermediate rings numbers. However we also hnve 

Polish Rings Noa. 
225 
226 

UNEIEV 
SOMPOLNO 

Dots Noa. 
1043 
1041 

so that we cannot accurately assign unknown dots numbers on the basis of 
the Polish numbers. 

The answer cnn only be found in more covers. 
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NOT[S ON TWf OFFICIAL Rf PROJ)UCTION 
OF T~£ ISSUES f OR i£VANT 156,5 

W. J-L 1-t t-tUDDY 
I would like to make it clear from the commencement that no claim is being 

made that my findings are strli:ctly accurate, but are compiled from personal research 
coupled with notes from our late member Mr.Theo Lavroff and my friends Dr.Wortman and 
1'1r.H.C.Goss. 

First of all I would say that they must be Reproductions because if they were 
reprints - as I have known them called - the design would be the same even if the colours 
varied. 

The originals were printed in sheets of 28 - (7 x 4) - and a very fine frame 
line around each stamp, which I assume was a guide for cutting. The distance between 
two stamps is nearly 3 mm. thus allowing for margins of nearly 1-½ mm. The Reproductions 
f.!l'e printed in sheets of 10 in two rows of 5. Each stamp has a separate frame line 
brOund it with a distance of 6 mm. between the frame lines and 20 mm. between each 
row of 5 stamps. 

In the 1865 issue the letters R.O.P.i.T. are thinner than in the originals 
~s are also the Ship and Eagle, whilst in the 2 kop. the letters P and Oare divided 
cy blue colour, but in the originals there is only the faintest blue line between them. 
In the 20k. the Russian letter for I is much thinner than in the reproduction. The 
colours are dangerously exact but the red colour ~f the 20k. is orange-vennilion whilst 
in the original it is vermilion. 

(See Photo Plate opposite) 
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·usfD AB){OAD" CU~ONICif 1f 
S.D. TCUILINGI-IIJllAN 

The series of fresh discoveries recorded in the first instalment of this 
Chronicle (see BJRP 28) can now be supplemented by a further batch of no lesser 
importance or interest. As will be seen, quite a few of these new finds are of types 
of cancellations which had already been described in the various sections of "Stamps 
of the Russian Empire Used Abroad" as, although no examples had yet been recorded, their 
existence was a practical certainty. Some of the other types described hereunder are 
quite unexpected ones, and open fresh avenues of research in this immense field. The 
present second instalment of this Chrnnicle carries the story to September 1960. 

(1) THE BLACK SEA AND DANUBE S'l'EAM SHIPPING CCHPANY. 
Another example nf the very elusive markings of this line has been recorded by Mr. 

G.H.Torrey on a 4k. stationery postcard of Russian Levant. This fresh type is entirely 
different from those illustrated in Part I, and consists of a double-circle with the 
initials of the Compaizy- (O.CHE.DE.PE) at top, date in one line in the _centre, and an 
inscription at bottom, which is unfortunately so blurred that it proved illegible on 
the only example seen (Fig.25 - overleaf). It _will be noticed that this marking is 
very similar to some ROPiT date-stamps current at the same period (ca.1897), but it is 
not clear whether it belonged to ·a shore office of the Compaizy- or to one of its ships. 

(2) INEBOLI (?) 
!'fr.Torrey also submitted a loose copy of the lK. Russian Levant, 1879 issue, with 

a partial impression of a large double-circle displaying a double-headed eagle in the 
centre, as illustrated in incomplete form in Fig. 26 (overleaf). As will be noticed, 
this type is different from those already recorded in Part VI. The word AGENTSTVO 
(for AGENCY) shows at full at top, inside the inner circle, but the first letter alone 
of the name of the port shows at bottom, this being a very clear cyrillic "i", pointing 
to INEBOLI. The space between the two circles evidently contains the title of the 
R.O.P.i.T. Colour; BLUE. 

( 3) ~1)RIA 

An illustration of the first HANDSTRUCK STJ!l,IP used at this Office can now be given 
overleaf in Fig. 27, from two examples on cover shown in July at the International 
Postage stamp Exhibition of London (collections Mrs.Nib.al Kuyas and Mr.Prodromos Melon 
both of Istanbul). As will be seen, this marking is not in Standard Type "U", as had 
been thought, but in an entirely different type, without rectangular frame, with 
inscriptions in French reading COMP.H.GNIE RUSSE on a first line, .ALEXAIIDRIE D'EGYPTE on 
the second line, and the date on a third line (with date given in both old and new 
style). Colour: BLUE. The Prodromos Melon cover, addressed to Aleppo, is dated 
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24/5 April, 1860, while the covdr in the collection of Mrs.Kuyas, which bears in addition 
the P.P. marking in Type 1, is addressed to Constantinople, in November 1861. 

(4) RErHYMNO 
A single-line canceller of this Office, similar to Type 1, but with RErHYMNO in 

latin char!!,eters, ~..as been communicated by I\fr.R.S.Blomfield on a loose copy of the 1 met. 
green 1899, Second Issue. Colour: BLUE, identical to the ink used for the Control 
Mark-appearing on the same stamp. The story of this fresh type still has to be retraced 
but it is possible that it was prepared for use on correspondence going to Russia, since 
it does not appear to have been used on local mail nor on letters to Greece. In the 
experience of the writer, cancelled-to-order examples on this particular stamp invariably 
bear the single-line cancellation in Greek language illustrated in Fig.265 (Part II). 

( 5) SHIP MAIL IN THE LEVANT 
Recent additions to this field include a block of 8 of the lk. Russia 1902 issue 

with the cancellation of the Austrian Lloyd ship TEBE (Fig. 871, Pa.rt VI) in Carmine, 
a cover franked with 10k. Russia 1902, cancelled with the similar marking of the hitherto 
unrecorded Lloyd ship EUTERPE, also in Carmine (collection M.Liphschutz) and another 
cover with lOk. Russia 1902 cancelled with the similar date~stamp of still another 
unrecorded Lloyd ship, THALL\, this time in Blue. (TEBE and TH.ALIA items in collection 
K.Adler). 

Mr.Adler also submitted a loose copy of the 7k. Romanov with a Sil'.all double-oval 
cancellation in . Violet reading at top P.ti.ROKH. "KRYM" and at bottom Ka.VKAZSK. LINII. 
The inscription makes it clear that this marking was used by the s/ s 11CRIM&\11 of a 
"C.AUCilSI.AN LINE", but it remains to be established whether this marking was used in 
the Levant ( or the Caspian ??? ) , as it could belong just a.s well to one of the many 
domestic lines operating a.long the Russian Black Sea or azov Sea coasts. 

( 6) KHilli.ATE OF BUKlL.\!Li. 
Mr.M.Liphschutz has recently discovered a small mine of cancellations from SH.AHR

I-SABZ in the Khanate of Bukhara, the first examples to be recorded from this Office. 
His haul comprises two strips of 5 of the lr. 1917 issue (Imperf.), and singles of the 
lOk, 15k, and 50k. 1909 issue, all .cancelled with the da.te-sta.up illustrated in Fig. 28, 
with the nmne of town spelt SELiKHRISYJU3Z, and serial 11a11 • 

( 7) VOLUNTEER FLEET 
The Billi~ and Rich auction held in New York in June contained 13 lots of Russian 

Used Abroad.a lLots 4290 to 4302) with some outstanding material. Lot 4291 consisted 
of a 3k. and a 4k. Russia 1889 issue on small piece with the cancellation illustrated 
in Fig.29 of ship No.8 of the VLADIVOSTOK-ODESSA Line, unrecorded so far. Lot 4297 
comprised one each of the lOk. and 20k. 1889 on small piece with the cancellation of 
ship No.12 of the same line (Fig.518, Part IV), no examples of which were known since 
the days of Dr.Knopf-Goldberg at the turn of the century. 

Lot 4295 consisted of a piece with a pair and a single of the lOk. 1889 issue, 
bearing the Violet date-1:1tamp of the Russian P.O. o-£ SH.ANGH.lU in Type 1 (Fig. 493, 
Part IV) dated 3.V.1897, earliest date recorded so far for this Office. (now in the 
collection of Mr.R.S.Blomfield, who ownsulso the earliest recorded date for the Russian 
P.O.of CHEFOO). 
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The remaining lots, with one exception (see under GENSAN hereunder), consisted of 
various Russian stamps, some in denominations unrecorded so far, with cancellations 
of Port-Arthur, Nagasaki or Shanghai, and the writer wishes to express his thanks to 
Messrs. R.S.Blomfield and V.Popov for particulars of these lots and of the prices 
realised. 

(8) URGA (MONGOLIA) 
The lR. denomination of the 1902/4 issue of Russia (vert. laid) is normally 

perforated 13½, line, but a variety oxists, with perforation 11-} line. This variety, 
listed by Gibbons as No. 76b, is priced at 60/-, and is distinctly scarce. It cannot 
have been issued to many Post Offices, and the odds that it would turn up with a 
cancellation of an Office Abroad were indeed infinitesimal. Nevertheless, the 
collection of our member E.C.Combridge, of Hassocks, contains a fine example of this 
scarce stamp with a clear cancellation of Urga (Fig.443, Part IV) dated 11.X.1907. 
It must therefore be presumed that one or more sheets with this unusual perforation 
were supplied to Urga around 1907, and it is not to be excluded that Urga may even 
have supplied. some of these stamps to the only other Russian Office then operating 
in Mongolia, that of Ulyasutai. Readers are invited to check the perforation on their 
copies of the lR. used at Urga., as they may well find that they own the scarcer variety 
rather than the coumoner one. It looks premature to extend the same advice to cover 
copies of the.lR. used at Ulyasutai, since no examples of this denomination have been 
recorded so far from this smaller Office. 

(9) MaNCHURIA 
Readers seem to be enjoying the game of identifying the localities where the 

sedentary Field Post Offices were operating in Manchuria, and more of them a.re joining 
in the hunt, with most gratifying results. 

In the first instcl.ment of this Chronicle (BJRP 28), evidence had been supplied 
allowing to establish that sedentary F.P.O. No.18 was functioning at TONG-KU in China 
in July 1901. This, of course, wo.s during the occupation of the Tien-Tsin to Peking 
railway by the International Force during and after the Boxer Rebellion, and it goes 
without saying that this F .P.O. must have moved back to Manchuria after the signature 
of the Protocol of Peking. The R.S.EhrrJBll collection (displayed at the London 
Exhibition in July last) contains a postcard (3k. stationery) cancelled in blue with 
the single-circle of No.18 F.P.O. (Fig.20 in BJRP No.28) dated 28.IV.1904. The text 
on the back indicates that this postcard was written at LIEN-sHAN-KU.AN, a small place 
in the Feng-Tien province of Manchuria, but this does not necessarily nean that No.18 
F.P.O. was then operating in this place. On the contrary, it looks more likely that 
this F.P.O. was situated at the nearest large town along the South Manchurian Railway 
and that this postcard, placed in the regimental bag at Lien-Shan-Kuan, was delivered 
by the messenger of the regiment to the F.P.O., and first cancelled there. But which 
was then the nearest large town ? 

Another case similar to the above may be that of the milit8:1"Y postcard described 
by Mr.K • .i>d.ler under item 06 in BJRP.22. This postcard, addre~sod to V.Svenson at 
Rigo., was written at HJU-LA-CHE!'l by a member of the armed forces, and bears the 
regimental cachet of "SKLAD E.V.G.I. ALEK&ili'DRY FEODOROVNY", a ,unit under the patronage 
of Empress .Alexandra, and named after her. The postcard bears in addition the 
double-circle cancellation in standard Type "PP" of No.5 Reserve F.P.O., dated 15.6.1905. 
It has not been possible so far to spot Hai-La-Chen on any of the maps seen, and it is 
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entirely possible that this place was only a small village where the unit concerned was 
temporarily located, and that this postcard was taken in the regimental bag to the 
nearest F.P.O. on the railway line where it was cancelled. Alternatively, it may be 
that the writer of the postcard was not very familiar with Chinese names, and that he 
misspelt the name of the place. If so, the postcard may have been written at Hil
LUNG-CHEN, a town south of Kirin which would have been large enough to have a F.P.O., 
and which was behind the Russian lines, though not very far from the front line, when 
the postcard was written in June 1905. 

Another piece of evidence coi1llllUili.cated by 1-h-.K.Mler, and illustrated in Fig.30, 
ollows to establish that No.11 F.P.O. was operating at MUKDEN. It consists of a 
registration label containing both the name of the town an:l the number of the Reserve 
Field Post Office. 

The collection R.S.Ehrman also contained a military stampless coiier bearing the 
cancellation in Fig.31, consisting of a double-circle with inscriptions reading 
GLAVN. TSENTR. PO!EV.P. KONI'., serial "de" date 15.7.1905. The abbreviated inscriptions 
translate CENTIUL HEtiD FIELD POST OFFICE, and seem therefore to indicate that this 
marking was introduced at KluillBIN, while the Russo-Japanese war was ending, and 
apparantly superseded the earlier double-circles in Fig.620/622 (Pa.rt V). The serial 
letter "de" shows that several date-stamps in this type were in concurrent use, perhaps 
as many as of the earlier type. It will be noticed that this later type seems to be 
the counterpart of another late type illustrated in Fig.623, Pa.rt V, .which was used 
by the Rear of the Manchurian JiimY• If the "Central" Head F.P.O. was at Kharbin, then 
the "Rear" Head F.P.O. should have been in another large town nearer the Russian border, 
perhaps Tsitsihar or Manchuli. ilternatively, the "Rear" Head F.P.O. may have been 
located at Kha.rbin, and . the "Central" one nearer the firing line, perhaps at Kwang
Chen-Tze. More material is needed to solve these fresh problems arising from recent 
discoveries. 

The largest crop of fresh finds, however, is in the group of civilian Post Offices 
in Manchuria. This is only natural·, since the group comprises more Offices than any 
other, and also boasts of the longest list of names from which no material had been 
recorded so far. 

A remarkable cover in the R.S.Ehrman collection is frankea with a 14k. Russia 1902 
issue cancelled with the early single-circle of MllliCHULI-ST~TION described as Type 1 of 
this Office in Part V, as its existence was a certainty, although no examples were then 
known. This cancellation is now illustrated in Fig.32. 

Equally important is a cover recently secured by Mr.I.Maslowski, franked with a 
pair of the 5k. Russia 1902 issue, cancelled with the early single-circle of KW.ANG
CHEN-TZE Field Telegraph Office in Standard 'l'ype "NN", dated ll.XI.1904. (Fig.33). 
The creation of this Telegraph Office in 1900 had been mentioned in Port V, but it 
was not known that its date-stamp was still in use as late as the closing months of 
1904. 

Other early single-circle cancellations recently secured by Dr.A.H.Wortmen include 
a cover franked with five 20k. Russia 1902 cancelled with the very rare Type 2 of MUKDEN 
(Fig.645, Part V), and three stamps on piece with the equally rare Type 1 of D.ilLNY (Fig. 
545, Part IV). All are fresh additions to the Check-Lists. 
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Coming now to the double-circle types, the credit for the most important fresh 
discoveries must go to Messrs. M.Liphschutz, I.Maslowski and E.C.Combridge. At,the 
top of the list is ' the first example to be recorded of the cancellation used at the 
P.O. of MAO-ER.:>"1IANG in the form of a superb almost complete strike (with· serial letter 
alone missing at right) on a pair of the lR. 1909, recently secured by Mr.Lipschutz 
(Fig.34). Then, the Cambridge collection contains a 35k. 1909 with an incomplete 
strike of the unrecorded cancellation of another Manchurian Office, presumably NAGORNII 
or NOVII, unless the name is of a new station opened after 1914, and missing in the 
Russian Postal Guide of that year (Fig.35). 

Mr.Maslowski scores with a most attractive - and entirely unexpected - mniature 
double-circle used at TSITSIKAR during the earlier period, which he found on a loose 
copy of the '7k. KITil issue of 1899 (horiz. loid). It will be noticed that the 
inscriptions on this marking (Fig. 36) are identical to those of the larger date-stamp 
in Type 2 illustrated in Fig.579 in Part V, except for the serial letter, which is now 
"ve" instead of "a". The inevitable conclusion is that both these datestamps, despite 
their striking difierence in size, were in concurrent use, up to ca.1907, and that 
still another sub-type, with serial "be" is now certain to exist. 

For good measure, Ilfr.Maslowski has also unearthed a later type of double-cirrlle for 
IMYii.NGPO, with serial "a" at right" on a strip of 3 of the lR. 1909 (Fig.37), plus 
more exanples of the new type for MULING illustrated as Fig.24 in BJRP, 28. Mr. 
Liphschutz also owns nn example of this latter on lR. 1909. 

( 10) CHINESE . Ei1STEIUi RAILW,~Y 
· Mr.Liphschutz has now s0cured a military stampless cover bearing the first example 

to be recorded of the double-oval in Type 2 of Line 265, with inscription KIL'.JIBIN-265-
PORT .ARTUR. The date is 6.1.05, and the serial letter "ve". The existence of this 
marking was a certainty since Mr •. adler' s find of the companion double oval of Line 266 
and it had for this reason been listed in Part V, but Mr.Liphschutz's discovery now 
makes it possible to illustrate it (Fig.38). There is no need to stress the great 
rarity of this cancellation, and what now remains to be done is to find an example of 
it on Russian stamps. 

(11) C.E.R. Mi.RITDIE COMP~iNY 
The extreme rarity of mnrkings connected with the vessels of the Shi~ping Subsidiary 

of the Chinese Eastern Railway has been stressed in Part V (pages 478/480) where it 
wo.s stated that there was no evidence th['.t F:.IJy C.E.R. ships operated regulnr services 
on th& .iuaur river, despite the fact that throe of the units of the Company had been 
nam1;d after this river and its nffluents. 

Mr.Maslowski has now submtted an incor.iplete impression of a double-circle type, 
applied in blue on a loose copy of the 10k. Rohlanov, which is most thrilling in its 
possible implications. The name at top is missing on the stamp, except for the 
ending •••••••••• N.AY.a, which gives no clue. On the other hlllld, the inscription at 
bottom is clmost complete on the stamp, except for the first two letters, ond the 
legible part reads •• UR. O. K. V. ZHE. D. The five last initials should nature.Uy 
stand for OESHCHESTVi" KITil.!SKOI VO&'TOCHNOI -ZHELYEZNOI DOROGOI ( "Company of the Chinese 
Eastern Roilway"), while the ending •• UR. (abbreviated) should presumably stand for 
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AMUR.(SKOGO) meaning "of the Amur" (genitive form). If this rendering p_roves correct 
the whole inscription at bottom would read 11 .i:utlUHSKOGO OBSHCHESTVA KITlUSKOivoSTOOHNOI 
ZHELYEZNOI DOROGOI" or ".AMURSKOE OB51ICHESTVO ICTTAISKOI VOSTOCHNOI ZHELYEZNfll DOROGOI", 
according to whether the first two words are to be interpreted as being in nominativ~ 
or genitive form. In either case, the reference would be to an 11.AMUR COMPANY OF THE 
CHINESE EASTERN RAILWAY", the first marking ever recorded where the .name of the C.E~R. 
is distinctly ~inked with the river Amur. More examples are needed to solve this 
tantalising problem. Will any readers oblige with further copies? (see incomplete 
illustration in Fig.39). · 

(12) SHIP MAIL TO KOREA. 
The Billig and Rich auction of June 1960 referred to above contained two lots 

consisting of Russian stamps with the cancellation of the Japanese Office Abroad of 
GENSAN, both of which are now in the collection R.S.Blomfield. Lot 4298 was a 20k~ 
1889 cancelled with Fig.689 (Part VI), dated 11.10.98, but Lot 4296 had two singles 
of the 10k. 1889 tied to piece by a fresh type of Japanese coIIDllemorative cancellation 
(Fig.40) dated 13.VII.1894, by far the earliest date recorded on Russian stamps. 
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A~DATOV 
SCI-IMI PT N0.4 

C.C. I-IANDFOl2D 
On page 23 of C.Schmidt's edition issued in ST.Petersburg appears the 

statement, "Bei der 5 kop sind vielerlei Typenunterscheide" - 'With the 5 kop. there 
are several type varieties' -

The Berlin edition fails to supply any further information on the subject. 
Arter a careful study of this issue, during which time three complete sheets, a block 
of thirteen, a strip of three and numerous singles have been examined, a far more 
detailed description can now be submitted. 

5 kop. Red on ruled paper. 

The setting of the lithographic plate is made up by a transfer block of three 
subjects in vertical order, representing 

Type 1. 

Type 2. 
Type 3. 

(a) Letter E of the first word has a small dot between the centre and upper 

(b) A small dot appears above the third letter in POORT~. 
.b 

The back of the stag is hollowed. 
Small coloured spaces are found above letter "M" in ZEMSK.b.Y.A. 

This transfer block was repeated six times horizontally, forming the second 
third and fourth horizontal rows on the sheet. The first row shows the same three 
transfer types, though in this instance they are separate and arranged irregularly. 

To complete the required "make-up" of 25, another transfer of Type 1 was 
added to the fourth row in tete-beche position to the others. 

Construction of the Plate 

The first four stamps of the 2nd. 3rd. and 4th. rows are separated from each 
other vertically by single lines only; all other stamps each have a complete thin outer 
frame of their own with the exception of stamps 1/2 and 24/25 which show frames 
overlapping. 
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It is a fairly simple matter, not only to separate the three types but also 
to locate their reh .. tive positions on the sheet as numerous constant flaws permit the 
faultless plating of all stamps. 

A few only of the most conspiJuous flaws need here be mentioned; a study of 
the accompanying plate will provide the rest. 

4th. stamp 
7Th. stamp 
10th. stamp 

11th. stamp 
14th. stamp 
20th. stamp 
23rd. stamp 

Head of stag shows coloured speclc. 
S.E.corner oval is malformed. 
Solid background shows a white projection on the right at the 
height of letter "T" 
Top of letter "Z" in last word is blotted. 
Large circular dot on margin of s.E. corner. 
Dot in frnnt of s.W.figure. 
&lal.l dot on back of stag. 

The 25th. stamp differs from all the other examples of Type 1, being the 
only one showing two small dots in front of the letter "Z" in"ZEMSKAYA". 

The red ink varies considerably in shade, sometimes such variations are even 
to be found on the same sheet partly owing to irregular inking of the printing plate, 
and partly to insufficient stirring of the ink before application. 

The shades of ara:nge-red, rose-red, and briclc-red are most frequent whereas 
the bright-red shade is far less coimnon. The printing often appears blurred causing 
parts of the design to become indistinct. 
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TU£ 'TI ~LIS QOULfTTf
1 

P. T. A S 1-1 ,:-0 ~D 
Unquestionably one of the most controv~rsial issues of Transcaucasia, if not 

one of the whole Russian g:r-oup, is the so-called 'Tiflis Roulette'. Discussions as to 
the pros and cons of these stamps have been aired recently in the columns of Rossica 
Journal which have prompted this writer also to try his hand at summarising the known 
facts. 

The issue itself consists of Imperforate Russian .Arms tY!le stamps of 2k., 
5k. and lR. denominations (and also possibly 3k.) which have been rouletted approx. s½, 
by a wheel deviceof the type probably used by hand in offices to facilitate perforation 
of forms. It is alleged that the stamps were rouletted on the order of Tiflis Head 
Post Office, some of them at least being used in 1917 or thereabouts. In March 1919, 
the remainders are stated to have been discovered in the Post Office stocks by the late 
Major J.J.Darlow, at the time stationed with the British Army at Tiflis, who purchased 
the whole lot and used a number on covers addressed to himself or his friends. 

Major Dnrlow's name appears to be the only one that can be definitely associ&ted 
with the issue, and try as we can, we cannot trace back any· cover or stamp which does 
not appeur to have originated from this source. This is a pity, since although from 
many aspects, his story appears logical enough, the philatelist cannot help but 
remember that the bona fides of this issue hinges on the testimony of one man only. 
Thus it must be for collectors to decide, after hearing all the evidence, as to whether 
or Hot they are prepared to accept this issue as truly official. 

First of all we must quote a statement that is attributable tn Major Darlow 
and was apparently taken frcm notes on-a display ho gave of Russian stamps, on his 
return to England. The text was given to this writ.~- some years ago by Mr.W.H.H.Huddy 
and it has been reproduced recently in Rossi co. Journd No. 58. Only the portion that 
deals specifico.1.ly with the Tiflis Roulette is quoted on this occasion -

'The three values, 2 and 5 kop. nnd 1 Rouble, next shown, I myself bought at 
'Tiflis, in Transcaucasia in March 1919. These are rouletted about s½, and I gathered 
'from the officials at the Post Office that they were an effort of one of the Georgian 
'officials to solve the separation problem. This effort not proving as successful as 
'anticipated, only the first supply of 200, 400, and 100 respectively was done. Some 
'were sold in the ordinary way, but the bulk was cast on one side as being more trouble 
'to divide than by using scissors, and I was . fortunate enough to be able to secure 
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'them; in fact, th& Postmaster expressed himself grateful for that by taking them off 
'his hnnds, I saved him the troubl8 of reckoning their value in his stock. 1 

Now we lrnow that Major Darlow was a keen philatGlist at the time he we.s stationed 
Et Tiflis, and, indeed, was then a member of the Royal Philatelic Society. On his 
zeturn to England later in 1919, he was first associated with the firm of Bright and 
~on and later became well lrnown for his studies of stamps of Middle East countries, 
particularly those of Transjordm1. i.fter leaving Bright and Son, he set up in 
business on his own account as a specialist Dealer. He was also prominent in his support 
of the Philatelic Congress of Great Britain. He died in 1951, just in fact at the 
time the booklet "Postage Stomps of Georgia" was being prepared, and a letter enquiring 
for some further details of the Tiflis Roulette sent to him by the late W.E.Hughes, 
was returned unanswered by his executors a few days after his death. Dr.,u.fred Wortman 
however, who at that time possessed a Tiflis Roulette cover, has mentioned that he did 
in fact contact Major Darlow some months before, and was given the story as stated in 
Mr.Huddy's notes. 

The writer does happen to have some uotes that were once in the possession 
of Mr.Charles Stibbe, which he made use of on his album puge: devoted to this issue. 
Evidently Mr.Stibbe had also taxed Major Darlow for information and was perhaps more 
successful that Dr.Wortman. Mr.Stibbe's notes state that the stamps were token to the 
local newspaper office in 1917 and rouletted as an experiment and that the stamps 
secured by Major Darlow were obtained from the Post Office in Erivan Place, Tiflis. 
In addition we are informed that varieties existed of the 5k. clnr0t of double rouletting 
snd also imperf. vertically between pairs. i~pparently there were 10 pairs of this 
latter variety, the explanation being that the roulette had missed one vertical eow 
of· a sheet. 

What else do we know about these stmnps? We understand (and Dr.Wortman 
confirms that Darlow also told him this) that Major Darlow mailed six covers bearing 
rouletted stamps - three to himself care of his Tiflis address, and three to friends 
overseas. Three of these covers arc known to the writer. One - which is illustrated -
is in the collection of Mr.W.H.H.Huddy (who hns kindly given permission for us to 
reproduce it) and is apparently the cover once possessed by Dr.Wortman. This cover 
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was sent by registered post from Tiflis Head P.O. and is franked by a single and a 
pair of the 2k.; a single 5k.; and a single lR., all rouletted. The stamps are 
cancelled by the Tiflis "ghe" narrow double circle postmark dated 30.4.19. The 
registration cachet is of the enumerator type regularly in use at Tiflis and is 
struck by hand. The cover is addressed locally to Major Darlow in Tiflis. A second 
cover is in the collection of Mr.S.D.Tchilinghirian, and is a sioile.r ''Darlow" cover 
except that it was mailed a month earlier on 29.3.19. It is addressed to Major 
Darlow (in rather inexperienced Russian) at Turgenevskeya gimnaziya, Tiflis, at which 
school he was evidently quartered. The envelope consists of the official stationery 
type with an impressed lOk., next to which is affixed one copy of the rouletted lR. 
denomination. Both are cancelled Tiflis "ghe", dated 29.3.19. The registration 
number is Tiflis No.571 P.T.Kontora. A third cover exists, held by Mr.W.G.Kellawey, 
but I am unable to give the precise details. This is addressed to Mr.J.C.North of 
Huddersfield, Yorks., who happened to be a friend of Major Darlow, and both were in 
regular correspondence at this time. It is virtually certain therefore that this 
cover emanated from Major Darlow, although the differ~nt addressee understandably 
prompted Mr.Kellaway to notify our Research Supt., that this cover evidently was a. 
a. "Darlow" one, and the fact was revorded in a "Notes and Queries" report in an 
earlier Journal. 

I . . 

\ 
\ 

THE TIFLIS 'ROULETTE' S'TAMPS 

I I 
I 

It will be remembered that in our quote from Major Darlow, he said that 
the bulk of the issue (originally comprising~ 700 stamps) were sold to him by the 
Tiflis Postmaster. There is no doubt that he brought home most of his purchases as 
mint stamps and these he appears to have disposed of to Bright and Son, the dealers 
with whom he was lat~r associated. In August 1919, a report appeared in the "New 
Issue Guide" 0f the "London Philatelist" (Vol.28, p.195) under the heading of "Georgia 
- Reported Use of Russian stamps" which listed the basic three rouletted values and the 
number quoted as being issued, together with (incidentally) details of the use of 
Savi!).gS Bank stamps at Tiflis. The information appears to have ccme from Bright and 
Son (no doubt via Major Darl"w). Probably as a resul-1; of this report, Gibbons' 
decided to list the stamps, and attributed.to them the aate of issue of 1917 (no 
doubt correct if we accept Major Darlow's statement). T'ne issue by this time was 
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firmly established, and the three stamps could be otained, mint, fr0m Brights right up 
till about ten years' ago, when the stock was sold. We can safely assume that all the 
stamps resting in collections in this country, correctly designated e.s "Tiflis Roulette" 
are from the Darlow purchase. The Brigl1t stock dwindled considerably over the years 
and what remained were offered to collector friends of ours some yee.rs ago. In addition 
to a number of 2k. 5k. and lR. rouletted stamps in blocks, there was also a. single copy 
of the 3k. similarly perforated and this, together with a sec"nd copy listed in the sale 
catalogue of the Mrs.E.L.Morgan collection of. Russia (Robson Lowe) prompts us to wonder 
if the value should not be added to the 'issue'. At the same time there was a whole 
unbroken sheet of the 5k. which was subsequently purchased by the late Mr.W.E.Hughes. 
This sheet was examined at the time and it was decided that the roulette perforation ·· 
was made by a small wheel, as already mentioned. . Each line wns ruled individually by 
hand, and several deviations from the straight were noted. Thus it can be imagined that 
the operation we.a certainly an extremely onerous one, and very likely a most unsuccessful 
method of perfoation. Mr.Hughes' collection found its way to Shana.hen's Auctions .in 
Dublin after his death and this sheet was included amongst other material offered for 
sale. There was only ever one sheet to this writer's knowledge, and recent reports 
making it into 'sheets' appear to be in error. Present whereabouts pf the stamps are 
not known, but ere probably still in Dublin pending disposal of the Shanahan stock 
following the firm's bankruptcy. 

It is believed that there were several used copies of the stamps in the 
Bright stock, too, and both Mr.LL.G.Baillie and Mr.W.E.Kethro have copies which are 
apparently genµi.nely used showing different Tiflis 1919 cancellations, although the 
specific dates are unfortunately illegible. Mr.Kethro's holding amounts t~ a strip 
of three 2k. cancelled Tiflis"a". These items were v~ likely removed from covers 
mailed by Darlow, and placed into Bright's stock, and though they were no doubt cancelled 
quite regularly at Tiflis P.O. they do not help us decide the status of the issue any 
more than do the covers we have examined. 

What do other catalogues think of the stamps? 

Romeko (1927) ignores them, and Rossica JAurna.l No.58 contains a statement 
by Dr.C.de Stackelburg that he discussed this issue with MoRockling of Maison Romeko, 
who, interestingly enough, was resident in Tiflis at the time and evidently in daily 
contact with the P.O. M.Rockling stated that he had n0 knowledge of this issue and was 
certain that it never regularly appeared. 

The K"hl Ha.ndbuch mentions the "London Philatelist" report of Brights (inc
luding by the way the 3k. value) but reserved judgement on the issue which they did not 
specifically list. Gibbons' listed the stamps for many years until about 1950 but then 
decided to delete them. The Soviet Catalogue (Chuchinl denounced them as "private 
speculations", and, incidentally, mentions the 3k. value. 

Well, this is about all we know of the stamps themselves and the circumstanoes 
of their issue. There is, however, n certain amount of background information which is 
useful to know when we try to weigh things up. One piece of evidence of great interest 
is a letter which Major Darl,w wrote tn the Editor of the "london Philatelist" on 9th. 
March 1919 published in that Journal (Vol.29, p.103). ~e relevant portion is as follows;-
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' •••• a few days ago I had the privilege of going through the stock of stamps 
'at the Head Post Office here, Tiflis, the capital of the recently declared Georgian 
'Republic. In passing, I ma:y say that stamps are not in use at Batoum, or e:rry of the 
'other towns in Transcaucasia, the first on my own knowledge, the latter on the word of 
'the Director of Posts; hand.stamps are in use instead. An ordinary letter costs 60k.; 
'registration is 50k. in the same town with high.er rates to other plnces. The stamps 
'I found in use were Russian issues of various dates from 1909 onwards including imperf. 
'l, 3 and 5k. and lR.; Romanoff issue, 4,10/1 on white and also tinted creomy paper, 20/14 
'perf. issues, all values from lk. to lBR.; although of some values the stocks were very 
1 small when I went to the Post Office, and were non-existent when I came away. I found 
'odd pieces of various v~.lues· showing a delightful range of shades and plate numbers, 
'and especially I noticed that at least two plates had be used to print the lR •••••• 
'I do not know what the P.O. will do after the present stock of stamps is exhausted, 
'which will be in the near future. Although. the Republic wes declared in May lo.at, no 
'steps seem to have been taken regarding a separate issue - the present stock of stomps 
'is the remainder of the one on hand when the breakaway occurred - neither does it seem 
'to have struck the authorities to overprint. As,_ values are sold out, postage is made 
'up of a combination of other values. There is no postal service with Russia at present, 
'everything is very chaotic and things generally exorbitantly dear •••••••• ' 

Major Darlow therefore describes whnt he found when he went through the stock 
at Tiflis Post Office in the first week of March 1919, but mnkes no mention whatsoever 
of the rouletted sheets and stamps he told us later that he bought 'in March 1919'. If 
he went through the stock, _ buying whatever interested him (and there is evidence that 
apart from buying various values of postage stamps, he bought quite a number of postal 
stationery items, which he subsequently used when writing to England via Forces' Mail · 
- one of these covers is illustrated below, mailed shortly after his purchase to Mr.North). 

/ 
-..... 

--.. t 
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It seems inconceivable that Major Dnrlow should have overlooked the rouletted sheets on 
this visit to the Post Officb, especially ns he took such pains to go through th8 whole 
stock, and it is also strange that he should not have mentioned th~m in hie letter to the 
Ea.i tor of the I London Philatelist' , since it would certainly have a.ff ordod r.,1.m very 
valuable publicity, if he wished to dispose of some of his purchases later on. Of course, 
the stamps may have c~me into his hands during a second visit to the P.Q. later the same 
month, but it would seem odd to make another visit so soon for just the same purpose. 

Thus we seem to be back just where we started - it is purely on Major Darlow's 
statement that we rely when we accept the Rouletted sta~ps as being regularly issued. 
Major Darlow was a menber of the Royal Philatelic Society, London, and a prominent 
philatelist, and we must not forget that postal conditions in Tra.nscaucasia were very 
unorthodox as evidenced by the following st<'ry '{>Ublished in an article called "Relics 
of Red Russia"; "A Chat with Major J.J.Darlow" (Stamp Collecting, 1921). Interviewed 
by Derek Ingram, then Editor, at Bright's premises resulted in several stories which 
may have been deliberately coloured to make them more 'newsworthy' • Several i terns in 
much the same strain follow one another, but the one relating to Tiflis seems relevent 
as it refers to the Postmaster himself! 

'Major Darlow's Diplomacy 

'stories of how diplomacy - or should we say artfulness? - secured hauls of 
'desirable st~ps were related to this marvelling interviewer. We have no space for a 
'full revelation of these happy souvenirs, but we cannot resist one of which a stamp of 
'the Georgian Republic was the central subject'. 

'Walking one dey into the Post Office at Tiflis, Major Darlow asked for some 
'40 kopeck stamps. He was handed copies of that value, issued on May 24th. 1919 and was 
'surprised to find tete-beche pairs amongst them. Promptly he button-holed the Post
'master, whom he terrified by warning him that, if it became generally known that St. 
'George had been presented upside down, the consequences would be terrible indeed. The 
'superstitious Postmaster at once begged the British Officer not to disclose this ill omen 
'but to take away ~l the 40 kopeck stamps in the office. This was, of course, what our 
'diplomatic friend was after, ruid, by this means, he obtained possession, at face value, 
'of practically the whole supply of a variety which is now of considerable rarity and 
'value'. 

Many philatelists seen perfectly satisfied about the Tiflis Roulette issue. 
The late Mr.W.E.Hughes was quite happy about the strunps, and Mr.W.H.H.Huddy's comment in 
Rossica No.58 seems to infer acceptence of the stamps. Some collectors are unhappy 
about them because covers bearing then did not apparently make up the correct 3Illount of 
postage, but these collectors are in error on this point. There is no cause to doubt 
Major Darlow's statement (of 9.3.19) that the postal rate was 60k. (it certainly was) 
and that registration in the sru:ne town was 50k. - a total of lR.lOk. for a registered 
letter. l-1r.Tchilinghirian's cover confirms this rate exactly, whilst Mr.Huddy's cover 
bears lR.llk. (which is forgivable if the sender wished to use only the rouletted stamps). 
M.Rockling is clearly against the stamps, and his opinion is to be highly regarded, ell 
the more so since he was in Tiflis at the time. It seems to this writer that there is 
still a great deal of doubt about it, and if any reader can unearth just a shred of 
evidence that these stamps were in fact officially issued by the Post Office, we should 
certainly be greatly indebted. 
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TU~ .BUT£ URRAI Nf COLLECTION 

Thanks to the good offices of Mr.Robson Lowe, we were able to tolce 
advantage of Dr.Seichter's visit to this country to examine the above together. 

The famous Bute collection of First World War stanps was sold by Messrs. 
Robson Lowe Ltd. at Auction in 1959, but the Ukraine portion was not sold and we 
understand it has been presented to the B.P.A. to form the basis of a reference 
collection. Unfortunately it was in a Safe Deposit which was bombed and all the stamps 
have been more or less damaged by immersion in water and chemicals, and some were also 
damaged by heat. No stamps have now any gum and in many ea.sea stamps on covers have 
become loose. The colour of many stamps has been affected, as also the ink of the 
overprints, so that we have had to be guided almost entirely by the shape of the 
tridents. 

The collection has not yet been reraounted, or even completely sorted: sorae 
stamps are still stuck to album leaves, but :mnny are loose or come off the pages when 
they are turned, o.nd many are in envelopes. Under such circumstances it has not been 
possible for us to give a detailed list of outstanding items, and we must content 
ourselves with general reraarks, plus a few notes regarding interesting items we noticed. 

We should think the collection was formed in the early days after the first 
War and probably nothing much was added after about 1927. There is no doubt that at 
the time it was one of the finest collections of Ukraine in existence, perhaps the best. 
Like most collections of that period it was in the main a single stump collection with 
both used and unused and with considerable emphasis on wrrors. Cnvers were not then 
fashionable o.nd there are not many nf them o.nd no Posti~l Remittance cards. We have a 
feeling that in those early days these were rather looked at askance in this country 
as pe111aps not really being postally used, whereas to-day they are preferred to 
ordinnry letters because they definitely show official use. Eoreover forgeries are 
unknown so used. 

Whoever was responsible for the original mounting of the collection had a 
very considerable knowledge of Ukraine stamps for that period. Unfortunately in the 
light of present day knowledge we are able to say that there ans a considereble number 
of forS"E?ries as well as much very doubtful material. It was the experience of the 
U.P.V. (German Ukraine Philatelic Society) that especially in the years 1920-25 all 
stocks of Ukraine stamps were full of forgeries, unused, used, and 'on cover', and 
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collections made during that period nenrly nll contained mnny more forgeries than those 
made later. Of course, many Dealers werG on the look-out for stan.ps for such a Buyer, 
with the inevitable result that r.lf!ny wants were filled with doubtful overprints, probably 
in quite good faith. 

We expected to find a large nurober of Brights' Special Types and hoped to be 
able to come to some more definite conclusion regarding their status. There was indeed 
a large collection of these types - probably almost coraplete - and a few covers. 

Before going further we would remind our readers that these Special Types, 
or most of them, originated in the collection of_ the Postmaster of Odessa. Mr.Burgess, 
who we.a Manager of Brights at the time of the purchase, has expressed his opinion that 
they were probably early trial handstrunps which were not adopted and the stamps were 
used up in the post at an early date. This might explain why the overprints were 
applied to such a large number of values, even possibly the errors, but would not 
account for the wide runge of postmarks. The U.P.V. consider they were not official 
issues, but possibly private overprints. Readers interested will find further 
information about these types in "Trident Issues of the Ukraine", Pa.rt 5, page 11 onwerds. 

KIEV Type lA. 

KIEV Type 3C. 

ODESSA Type lA. 

ODESSA Type 2B. 

ODESSA Type 4c. 

KHARKOV Type 9. 

There is no cover but on one stamp there is a clear postmark of 
Karvolka, Polt. 3.9.18. 

Again there is no cover. However, this type is accepted as 
genuine. We noticed a clear postmark of Kremenets, Pod., 6.9.18._ 

We are now satisfied this type is a forgery. There is no cover 
and one stamp clearly shows the postmark~ the trident. 

There is a private letter with three stamps of this type (one 
inverted) from Kherson 30.10.18 to Poltava. 

Qnly a few values appear to have received this overprint, which is 
one of the scarcest. The collection was almost complete in this 
type but there was no cover. 

There are two private letters fr'lllked with stamps of this type -
Registered from Gadiatch to Poltava? backstrunped 11.9.18 and on 
unregistered letter from Bialokurakeno 5.9.18 backstamped P •••• 
10.9.18, the stomps in this case having the overprint in violet. 

CHERNIGOV Type 3. There is a· registered prHm.t9 letter from Mnnutino, Yekat. 20.9.18 
to Poltava (backstrunped 23? ?) which has a vertical strip of 
three 15k. perf. (one inverted) of this type and a 5k. perf. 
Yekaterinoslav Type l, which confims to some extent what we have 
alweys suspected that this type resembling as it does the 
Yekaterinoslav type of overprint nrust surely have come from that 
District. 

Page 30 
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on except as regards Odes~a Type 1A which we now. dRe~ tely reject. The others. . 
appear to have been used in the post, but there is evidence that such use wns official. 
The covers have at least one error on ea.eh, and .one m1spects they are all probnbly 
philatelic. Though they seem to have gone through the Post, at such a time as this 
could easily have been done by favour and in any case the overprints are sufficiently 
like normal types for the difference not to have been noticed. 

The rare officially issued Special Types were very poorly represented, but 
there was some evidence that there may have been more of them at one time, though we did 
not find them. 

KHEru30N There was a good lot of this type including four private letters used 
early in 1919 between Elizabethgrad and bova, Ukraina. Two were addressed 
to Routkovsky and it is probable that all are philatelic. 

ODESSA We noticed a number of pieces with mixed types of Trachtenberg origin, 
notably a specto.cular strip of seven of the lk. imperf. with types 4, 5A, 
5B, 5C, 5D, 6A, and 6B. 

POLTAVA The collection was very strong in the overprints of this District, but 
though there were a quantity of forgeries there were also a number of 
very rare stamps, quite a few pf which had not been previously recorded. 
For exlll:lple, of Type 2 in violet we found a number of values, used and 
unused, also errors, although hitherto only two or three copies were known. 

The activities of Dzenis, Trachtenberg and others, resulting in overprints on 
unusual values with numerous errors are well known but Poltava has always been regarded 
as free from such material. Howe~r, when one finds stamps not previously reported, 
used, unused, inverted, overprints ommitted and inverted in pair with normal, etc. one 
is forced to the opinion thut much of such material must at best be of philatelic origin 
even though the overprints themselves appear to be genuine. 

It was of the greatest interest to us to examine such a fine coll~tion and if 
we appear to have laid too much stress on the doubtful material we can only say that we 
naturally found this of more interest than complete sets of the normal issues, even 
though some items were undoubtedly very rare. 
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TUf STORY OF TWO ifTTf~S AS TOLD 
BY TI-If STAMPS AND CANCfliATJONS 
A.PRADO 

1Uthough both these letters were sent to Berlin, Germany, they each have quito 
a different story to tell. 

The first came from PETROGRAD. (This cover is illustrated on the page aside). 
On the front it bears the rose air mail label with the inscription "Envoyee par la paste 
aerhmne" in black, the second "n" of "aerienne" being inverted. On the back of the 
envelope, the Imperial 10 rubles stamps (with varnish lozenges on the face, perf. 13½) 
bear the Pm'ROGRiill c,mcellation dated 30/9/22, repeated nine times. The MOOOOU cancell
ation dated 2/10/22 suggests this cover went to that city by surface mail and was then 
mailed to BERLIN by air, reaching its destination on 5/10/22. 

The second cover caine from China, thousands of miles away. (It is illustrated 
overleaf on Page 34). The name of the sender can be ascertained from the back. of the 
envelop&, where it is given a.a I.Olsen, c/o Joh.H.Langelutje, of PORT .ARTHUR. The 
inference is that Olsen was an employee of this Scandinavian concern, but it is not clear 
whether he was actually statio11ed nt Port Arthur, nor whether the letter was written in 
this town. What is certain is. that the cover was registered and posted at the Russian 
Bost Office of CHEFOO, where it was frnnked on the back with four stomps of the 1899 
issue (Scott and Gibbons catalogue Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 6 of Russian Offices in China), all 
on horizontally laid paper and with ICTTAI overprint. The stamps are tied to the cover 
by the circular "CHEFOO POCHTOVAYA KONTORA" cancellation in black (Fig.503 in "Stamps 
of the Russian Empire Used Abroad"), dated 6.XII.1901, and another impression of this 
same cancellation was applied on the front of the cover, togethe~ with two superimposed 
registration markings, the lower one handstruck in black nnd roe.ding "Tchifou~ Chine" in 
French in its legible part, while the upper one is the regular red registration label 
with abbreviated "CHEFOO ZAGRANICHN..:1.Y.H. POCHTOVAYA KONTORa" in Russian, end No. 550 in 
black. 

The Russian Post Offfce of Chefoo nppears to have handed this letter on the 
same day to the Imperial Chinese Post Office, as attested by the circul'.:r cancellation 
of this Office on the back, dated 6 DEC.01. It is probable that the Chinese Post had 
mail bags leaving fi,r Shnnghni on that dny, while the Russion P.O. hud none. The letter 
was thus received by the Chinese Post Office of Shunghai, which applied its date-stamp 
on the back on 11 DEC. 01, and handed it to the Russion P.O. in this city, as shown by 
the impression on the back of the cover of the cancellation in Fig.493, again dated 
11.XII.Ol. The letter was then given by the Russians to a French ship leaving for 
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THE FIRST COVER PETROGRAD TO BERLIN. 
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Europe, and the octangonal date-stamp of this ship, dated 12/12/01 and reading "LIGNE 
N, PAQ.FR. No.2" appears on the front of the cover, nnd. completes the wenderings of this 
piece of paper across nearly one half of the world to accomplish its mission. 

This account of the itinerc..ry of the cover from Chefoo to Berlin fnils to 
explain where the letter was written, and does not bring into the picture a mysterious 
circular marking applied on the back of the cover, containi~ only the following 
figures in three lines "14, 19/1, II". The combination "19/1", giving the day in old 
and new style, shows that this marking must be of Russinn origin, and the latin figures 
"II" on the third line should normally be for month, therefore for February (It will 
be noticed from the photograph that the figures on the third line are definitely two 
latin "I's", their shape being distinctive, and they cannot be interpreted as two 
figures "l" of "11" for November). Ji.a regards the 1114" on the first line, its meaning 
is difficult to guess, unless it could be the number of one of the work crunps of the 
Chinese Eastern Railway then under construction, end from where Olsen mey have sent his 
letter. It is known that railway construction work camps in some other countries (such 
as the U.S.) were then supplied with some kind of facilities for the handling of mail, 
and it is possible that the Russians too had created mail collecting offices at the 
work camps of the Chinese Eastern Railway, and had supplied them with this style of 
marking. If this theory proves correct, then this type of date-stamp should also 
exist with other numbers than "14" at top. But this suggestion does not explain why 
the date should be 19/1 February, when the cover only reached Chefoo, just across the 
Gulf of Chih-Li from Port JU-thur, on 6 December 1901, and perhaps read.ors will have e 
better explanation to offer. 

As this marking is not mentioned or illustrated in "Stamps of the Russian 
Empire Used abroad", although it apparently belongs to the postal history of the Russian 
Post in Manchuria, it looks appropriate that it should be discussed mn the columns of 
this Journal, and, if its mystery can be solved, it might also supply the clue as to 
where this letter was originally written, and how it was posted at Chefoo rather than 
Port Arthur. PeI'.haps other members have similar markings, and will submit particulars 
of their exomples, in the hope that this further material will help clarify this problem. 

BIBLIOGR.iiPHY 

.An Outstanding Cover - BJRP, vol.12, page 363. 
Stomps of the Russian Empire Used .Abroad, by Tchilinghirian and Stephen, vol.4 
pages 356, 358/60 and 374 (Shanghai, Chefoo and Foreign arrival Markings). 
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TUb MUl{GHAT VALlfY ~AILWAY 
W.S.f. ST[Pl-lf N 

In the course of recent research into the Transcaspian Railway, it was found 
that mention was also made of' the construction and laying down of the Murghab Valley 
Railway, running from Merv to Kusbk on the .Afghanistan border. Further investigation 
revealed that little or nothing had been recorded regarding this rather neglected railway 
line. It may therefore be of interest to our T.P.O. enthusiasts to put on record what 
little information is available. 

Surveys carried out in the year 1894 from Tejend and Merv, demonstrated that 
the Merv-Murghab Valley-Kushk route did not present a:ny technical difficulties, whereas 
on the Tejend-8arachs-Kushk route there was an·inadequacy of water supplies. Furthermore 
the Merv-Murghab Valley-Kushk line was shorter by 65 versts and traversed a more level 
and better populated area. 

It was therefore decided to construct the line from Merv to Kushk, just over 
293 versts or 192 miles, one station being allowed for every 50 versts, with sidings 
( "RAZYEZDY") half way between them. Only two engine sheds and workshops were.- provided, 
while other buildings were limited and none but the cheapest materials were used. 
Bridges were made of wood instead of stone ·;he rolling stock sufficing for four trains 
in 24 hours. Railway and telegraph wires "ere fixed to the same posts and it was not 
intended to ballast the permanent wcy. Construction was reduced by these precautions 
1.:o 8,408,000 roubles. However, after some revision, it was decided to ballast the 
i;•ermanent way at a cost of 329,000 roubles; the total expenditure o;n the work totalling 
S,669,000 roubles or 33,000 roubles per verst. The permanent way was completed in 
November, 1898, and the task of laying the rails, which began on Nov. 15th. 1897, was 
finished on Dec. 4th. 1898. At first the line was narrow gauge, which was latterly 
altered to the broad Russian gauge. The service of trains from Merv to Kushk was opened 
on Dec. 4th. 1898. During 1906, it comprised four daily local trains plus two bi-weekly 
"expresses", through trains whl.ch completed the journey in 18 hours at a speed of 11 miles 
per hour. By 1912, this speed was greatly increased and the journey time reduced to 
12 hours. 

In 1901-02 branch lines to Chahit Dukternn and Taunsang (Tanur Sonji) were 
constructed. It wes then,proposed to double the entire track between Merv and Kushk, 
making the railway available for any service the militury might impose upon it. 

South from Merv Junction, the first station is T.ALKHATAN BABA, some 38 versts. 
i1wenty-two versts further on is YULUT.AN, where the first Russian colonists appeared in 
1885. There is a Post Office and Telegraph Office situated there, it being the most 
iF1portant centre on the line, with a population, mostly Tekkes, of 15,000 in the 
surrounding district. 
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At 77 versts is SlJLT.AN-I-BAlID, and &t 121 versts IMAJ~-BABA, this latter 
having a desolate appearance, malaria being prevalent. The fifth station, SARI YAZI, 
at 158 versts, has a small station buffet denoting its importance. Sari Yazi is the 
centre of an interesting region and is itself the site of an important Turcoman fortress, 
now in ruins. At this station are railway yards and workshops, attached to it is an 
hospital with 15 beds and barracks for one company of the Ruilway battalion. 

TASH KEPRI at 198 versts is situat~d in the broo.d valley of the Murghab at 
its confuence with the Kushk river. South frow her~ and almost upon the Afghan frontier 
is TiuffiT.A BAZAR, the headquarters of the "Harga.zi" section of the "Pendjeh Sariks", who 
control the Kushan Valley cultivation. 

From PENDJEH the me.in line takes a south westerly direction through the 
naraow valley of the Kushk river to Kushk. ~u.i1.-I-NOR, situr,,ted alriost midway between 
PenJeh and Kushk has practically no population ond no trade exists in the crurrounding 
district. .ti.pproaching Kushk the line passes ALEXEih'VSKI yillage, established by Russian 
colonists in 1892. This village, and the neighbouring one of POLTAVSKI, founded in 
1896, ere the most southernmost settlements within the Russian Empire. 
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KUSHKINSKI POST, or KUSHK as it is now known, is 294 versts from Merv. There 
is a fine buffet at the station. It is a thriving settlement with Post and Telegraph 
Office. Apart from the garrison, the civilian population numbers 50 people (1906). 
This is now considerably increased. 

Eighteen versts south of Kushk, at CHAHIL DU-KTER.iili, there is a post of the 
Russian frontier Guard and the terminus of the Murgha.b Valley Railway. 

A branch line was built from Tash Kepri, a distance of 22 versts along the 
1 urghab to Ti.i.UNSiiNG (TANUR Sa.NG!) affording a supplementary avenue of approach to the 
frontier. This line now seems to be discontinued and it is doubtful if it existed 
later than 1912. 

ii.a might be expected, cancellations and anything of postal interest from this 
sparsely inhabited area are scarce. Postal material from Mervis colllI!lon, but cannot 
be solely attributed to this line, Jrterv being the jwiction terminal of the Murghab Valley 
Line, where it meets the Transcaspian Railway. 

The postal wagons on the trains of the Murghab Valley Line received the serial 
numbers 227/228, and must have used prior to 1905 single-circle cancellers in standard 
Type "R" of the "Used J\.broed" books, but no examples of these appear to have been 
recorded so far. .as from ca..1905, double-oval cancellers in Standard Type 11S11 were 
issued to this line, and a few incomplete impressions of these are known on loose stamps 
of the 1909 JJ.rms types issues. Copies seen had serial letters "be" or "ghe" at bottom, 
the former being illustrated in Fig.l. 

The bulk of the postol business was presumably handled in the normal manner 
by town Post Offices in the main localities of the region crossed by the line, and examphs 
of postmarks from the more important of the localities concerned appeP.r to be somewhat 
less elusive than the postal wagon ovals. The following are lmown;-

Fig.1. - Incomplete impression of the T.P.O. double-oval of Line 228 Kushka-Merv, 
with inscription ICTJSHKA-228-MERV, and serial "be" at bottom. 

Fig.2. - 27½ mm. single-circle of Merv railway station, with MERV at top, 
ZHELYEZNODOR.P.O. at botton, serial No. 11111 at sides, cross-shaped ate; 

.Ei&,1. - 30 x 25 mm. double-oval of same station, with MERV at top, VOKZAL at bottom, 
date one line, introduced from ea. 1905 to 1920 or later. 

· Fig.4. - 29-17-} mm. double-circle of Yulutan, with inscription IOLAT.tlli ZiiKASP. 
(incomplete), date one line, serial letter illegi.·01e. 

Fig.5. - 29½-17 nn. double-circle of Sadyk-.Ash, incomplete impression reading 
SilNDYlC .i:.sH, serial ·1etter "be", date one line. 

Fig.6 - 28½-18 mm. double-circle of Kushka, with inscription KUSHK.ii. ZilK.A3P.OBL. 
serial letter "s", date one line. 
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n&l,. - Earliest type of cancellation recorded for the market centre of TAKHTA
I~R, on the Afghan frontier: 24 mm. single-circle with T.almTA-BAZ.tiR ZAK.i:iOP.OB. at top, 
FOCHT.~.KO:NT. at bottom, serial"l" at sides, cross-shaped date. Note the spelling 
Itistcllte ZaK.u.OP. instead of ZAKASP. fm, .Transcaspian Province. This is not a cei.se of 
cverinked impression, as all examples seen of this cancellation, mostly sharp and clear 
prints, clearly showed an 11 0 11 instead of a "c". 

Fig.a. - 28-18 mm. double-circle of Tokhta-Bazar, introduced in the late 1900's, 
with inscriptions reading 'TiOOITJulAZliR (without hyphen) ~. ( correct spelling), serial 
".i" in capital script, date one line with lower enclosing bar distorted. 

Fig.9. - Incomplete impression reading TAKHT •••• of another type of cancellation, 
n:easuring 28½-17 mm., presumably a further type of Tokhta.-Buzar. 

Allg'Us Hamilton, author of 11.A.fghanistan", published in 1906, has given full 
~articulars of this line, the first to be published until that date, whilst the American 
~lexender Powell (who penetrated Turkestan illegally but successfully before the First 
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\orld War) writes, referring to this lin~: 

"Consequently it was, and is, of great strategic importance. I should have lilted 
to have stopped there for a day or two, but, o.s it was swarming with soldiers 
and as a foreigner would sure to arouse suspicion, I contented myself with seeing 
it from the trcdn". 

The foregoing, whilst in no way giving a fully detailed report on this railway, 
is intended to be exploratory in the hope that it will stimulete further discussion llild. 
lead to a more detailed record of this ro.ilway and its posts. 

E.S.R.P. PUBLICATIONS CURl:iENTLY i1.VAI!MiBLE 

Cbtainable from Mr.w.s.E.stephen, 94 High street, .Aberlour, Banffshire, Scotand. 

~.D.Tchilinghirian and W.S.E.Stephen 
"Stamps of the Russian Empire Used is.broad" Winner of the Crawford Medal of the 
Eoyal Philatelic Society, London, 1960-61. Parts I, II, III, IV,V, and VI. All 
6vailable still at 30/- each Part, postage paid. 

Cbtainable from MR.P.T.Ashford, 79a Victoria Road, Warminster, Wilts. 

f:. D. Tchilinghirian and P. T .Ashford 
''The Postage Stamps of Amenia" Parts I, III, IV, and V still available. Part II is 
cut of print. Prices (postage free) are Part I - 7/6d.; Part III - 20/-; Part IV - 27/-; 
Fart V - 10/-. 

C.W.Roberts 
"The Trident Issues of the Ukraine" 

Parts III, IV and V are still available (price 10/6d. per part to members or 12/6d. per 
part to non-members) from Mr.C.W.Roberts, Shepton House, SheptonBeauchamp, Ilminster, 
Somerset. 
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TUh OCTAGONAL ~AILWAY MAf LCOACU 
POSTMA~llS or ~USSIA 
llUR. T AD1£12. 

With the appearance of more lllll.terial for research, the mystery of the 
octagonal railway mail coach postmarks begins to unravel itself. 

There are two types of octagonals postmarks. The first one bears the 
inscription POCHTOVOYE OTDYELl!a'UE VAGON.A No •••• (Type Eby Kethro and Barry) with the 
sub type OTDYELENIE POCHTOV.a.GO VAGONii N ••••• (Type E2). The second type is a 
mailcoach postmark proper, not an Otdyelenie and bears the legend POCHTOVY V.hGON No •••• 
(Type E3). 

I shall take up the Otdyelenie type first. Prigara assumes that the 
inscription "Otdyelenie" - the word oeans section or branch - signifies that only part 
of a regular Railway car w~ used for postal purposes. While this may have been true 
for the early beginnings of Railroad mail service, it definitely changes its aspects 
later on, certainly with the introduction of ovtl Railroad Mailcoach postmarks in 
1905. Some of these oval cancellations hnve the regular route numbers with the 
addition of the abreviation "OTDYEL" or "OTD." on the bottom, notably routes 1 - 2, 
3 - 4, 5 - 6, 13 - 14, 15 - 16, 19 - 20, and, strWJ€elY enough, ,59 - 60. Sometimes 
the Otdyelenie postmarks of 1905 cover the whole route, sometimes they are a section 
of the main route, as for instance 3 - 4 Otd. which becomes St.Petersburg--Vilno, or 
5 - 6 Otd. which ch~s the route to Vilno-Verzhbolovo. 

From 1905 onwards, these main Railroad routes certainly did not cDrry coaches 
that were only partially used for mail purposes. The otd. rather se8ms to mean the 
addition of more mail coaches, sometimes used on pa.rt of the ro11te only. This is 
probable, since the routes on which the Otd. nostmarks were used belong to the main 
arteries of Russian Railroad communications. - If we now compare the octe.gonal 
Otdyolenie postmarks with the oval ones we see that all their route nwnbers (as far as 
exar,.1ples are known) coincide. Prigara also mentions otdyelenie postmarks on the 
circular type date-stamp of routes 3 and 4. My copy of this unusual (VU€0n No. 3) 
post!llark is dated 4th. March 1902. The number at the bottom is 6. In my opinion, 
numbers at the bottom belong to their obliterators and are not changeable. The 
octangonal RR Mail coach postmarks were described·by Kethro and Barry (Railwey Postmarks 
of Imperiel Russia, Rossica 46-7, 48, 49-50, c.ddenda in 54, and 55). 

So far the octangonal postmarks could hot be found on routes 1 and 2 but they 
may exist. 
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Type E. 
do. 
do. 
do. 

Route No.3 has at least 
Bo.4 do. 
No.5 has at least 
No.6 do. 

Sub Type E2. 
do. 

No.13 do. 
No.14 do. 

7 different octagonal obliterators. 

4 different octagonal obliterators. 

2 do. 
do. 

(according to Prigara). 

I have not seen numbers 15, 16, 19, 20, 59, 60, but at least the first four 
numbers should exist. I suspect that No.9, mentioned by Kethro and Barry mey be No.6 
with the IIUDber set into the obliterator upside down, since there is no No.9 otd. 
postmark on the later oval obliterators. 

My earliest octagonal Railroad Mail Coach postmark is dated 10 Sept. 1881. 
It is a No.6/2, on a cover from Vilno to Matava. 

The Otdyelenie postmarks run between 1880 and 1900. The postmark described 
by Kethro and Barry as Type El, I have not seen. An illustration would be .desirable. 
Towards the end of the 19th. Century, octagonal Railroad Mail Coach postmarks were also 
used for certain routes without the addition of Otdyelenie. This is described by 
Kethro and Barry as Type E3. Illustration is given below. It is somewhat smaller 
than the Otdyelenie type (Type E). 

My specimensof this type on covers and postcards run from 1895 to 1907. I 
have recorded them so far on three Railroad routes only, on 136, 138, and 142. Of course 
they must also exist for the parallel routes 135, 137 and 141. 

Since these postmarks are elusive, I shall enumerate them in more detail;-

No.136 Number at bottom 2 21.IV.1899 Prigara~ 
No.136 do. 3 19.V.1901 Priga.ra 
lfo.136 do. 5 28.XII.1900 K.A.) 
No.136 do. 7 7.X.1898 t!Ta) No.136 do. 7 10.V.1907 
No.138 do. l 8.III.1895 K.A. 
No.138 do. 2 3.II.1901 K.A. 
No.142 do. 1 15.VI.1895 K.A. 

: 1; is hoped that members will look up their copies of the octagonal postmarks 
in order to fill in blanlt spots and to record new discoveries, and communicate these items 
to me. 
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TWO SCAQCf COVf RS 
JV. WOOLLAM 

I we.a very fortunate in obtaining r ecently a unique cover of 1912 which 
travelled from Stockholm to Riga, and which is reproduced below. 

···• •· ·····--······ ···-··------· 

VICTOR SUND EN, Stockholm 4. 
ENSKEOE VILLASTAO. 

, , 
. . , .• . 

. , 
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The Swedish stamp is cancelled in violet by means of a rubber stamp reading;-

n a.ny'teHO 81, -:P&1rb 
Cl:) n 4 P 0K0AOM "b "13"b 

CTC>I< f"OJl b M& . 

.1..e. JUTived at Riga by ship from stockholm. 

The cancellation is obviously based on the Swedish type "MED ~T FRAN •••••• " 

I have submitted the cover to two of our most experienced members and find 
that neither has seen this cancellation before. It is undoubtedly rare. 

The cover raises a point of general interest - the apparent lack of a Russian 
equivilent to "Ship Letter", ''Paquebot" or "Navire" arrival mark. This Riga mark is 
the first I have encountered. The only other equivalents are the Odessa Frocyier P.O• 
postmarks; these are the same in conception though not in expression. Further, have 
they - as in the case of the Riga mark - been found on foreign stamps? 

:mother cover of current interest is one mailed to me from ''Baltika" whilst 
she was in New York for the U.N.General Assembly. Each stamp is cancelled with a seal 
depicti~ a ship and bearing the word ''13altika"; the cover also bears a postmark of New 
York. lThis cover is illustrated below, but due to the very light colours both of the 
Russian stamps and of the seal obliteration, it is unlikely to reproduce very well. A 
representation of the seal cancellation is given in the corner of the cover). 

I 
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LOCAL Tf2AIN MAR.'l~S "J)OfZD" 
I.l. 6. BA Ill If 

The "Poezd" marks of the St.Petersburg/Tsarskoe Selo/Pavlovsk rcilway are 
described in BJRP, Noa. 14 and 16. In all, four examples are described, there being 
two examples of 113 Poezd" and one each of "2 Poezd" and "4 Poezd"; dates re.nge from 
1880 to 1904. 

I am now able to add one more cover to this list. It is in the collection 
of Mr.F.W.Pauter (who is like me a member of the Bath Philatelic Society, one of the 
earliest Societies still in existence in Great Britain), and is of interest primarily 
for two reasons:-

(a) the despatch and orrivcl marks are both dated 18 Oct. 1878, being two years 
earlier than any previously recorded. 

(b) the "Poezd" mark is "l Poezd", thus completing the range of numbers up to 
four. 

The cover is from Tsarsko6 Selo to St.Petersburg, and is an 8 kop. postal 
stationery envelope which has the 111 Poezd" mark in black on the back. For those 
interested in Errinophilia, there is also a "DLYA P.AKETOV" black seal with "T&.R
SKOSELCKOI UIEZDNOI ZEMSKOI UPBJ.i.Vbl" round the edge. 
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J:INNIS~ STUDY G1'0UP 
R.P. ~.NIGUTON 

FI~. I. FI(. i.. 

Fr9m 1880 until 1894 a postmark was used in Heleingf'ors and in Vib<'rg 
containing the letters KL. It seems that this is the abbreviAtion :fc,r Klockan -
"O'clock" in Swedish. The following numbers are recorded:- Wiborg 5, 8, 11, 
18. Helsingfors 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21. The postmark is found 
with "Finland Suomi"; in the second type the Lin KL is in smo.11 type. See 
illustrations 1 and 2 above. 

The postmark "HELSINGFORS POST.id'ION" on covers of the 1886-1893 period has 
been studied to discover if this is the mark of an ordinary post office or railway 
station. By implication rather than by direct statement, it is considered to be 
that of the ordinary post office. In the book "Helsingfors Frimarkssamlare FBrening1 
a work published in 1943 to commemorate 50 years of the society, o.11 types of normal 
postmark are illustrated. No Villagb, cork, numero.1, or T.P.O. cancellations are 
included, but 1'H13lsingfors Postation" is included and described as the postmark of 
the city of Helsingfors from 1880 to 1894. 
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U.S.S.R. AlflMAIL LABELS AND CACi.LtTS 
JOIJN BARltY 

It may perhaps be of interest to note some of the various types of labels 
and cachets at present being used on foreign and inland airmail in the U.S.S.R. 

i..s will be known the usual label ;us8d on mail lefo.ving the country is of the 
international type, colour blue, with 11..ti.Vln. - Pall ... ,VION" in two lines in a rGctangular 
box, the letter and the words in white. 

For stationery envelopes used for abroad, franked 1 Rouble 60 kopecks, figure 
1 (see below) is used, colour blue. 

Rubber stamped cachets, (fig.2) in violet, (fig.3) in black were used on 
foreign correspondence from Moscow. For internal airmail the word "AVI.A" only is 
used, see fig.4. This comes in red on stationery envelopes franked 60 kopecks; 
sometimes an adhesive label is used instead with the same sized letters nnd rectmigle, 
in red on blue-grey paper. 

Fig.5 in violet and Fig.6 all red were used on foreign letters. No.5 crune 
frol!l Tuapse, No.6 from Omsk. The latter is peculiar in that besides bearing the red 
internal cachet, it also has a label in blue, "Par Avion", white letters and rectangle. 

- ·-·~1 
I t:al'J:1 ail 

AIHA 
(PAR-AV~) ,.u. 4V•-

1 .2 3 

fABIIIAI I A: B v1 A I PAR A.VION 
C 

4 6 
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By the above it would seem that the international blue label should be used 
for foreign correspondence und the ".Avia" label or cachet for intE::rnal. ainl!Uil. This 
however is not strictly adhered to eithur in Moscow .orin other places and an 
interesting sideline can be formdd by variations as thoy are found. 
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SOME NOTfS ON TUf SOVlfT 
POST-WAil Df FINITIVf S 
~.I-I.DRUMMOND 

During the Second World War and the period of Soviet reconstruction which 
followed, the definitive issues of Russia consisted of a rather "mixed bag", of which 
the greater part had been issued originally in 1931 and 1932, and part comprising 
additions issued between 1936 and 1,31. 

The postage stamps of the Union were not overlooked in the progrrunme of 
reconstruction. On May 15th. 1948, a new series appeared, consisting of eight values 
- 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 45, 50 and 60 kopeks, and featuring in the designs, members of 
the Armed Forces, the Union iirms, the Spasski Tower, and representatives of industry, 
agriculture and science. The designer wa.s V. Zavialov, and the stamps were on 
unwntermarked paper in sheets of 20 x 10. The frame size was 15 rar.l. x 22 mra. and the 
perforation was line 12½. All values were produced by the photogravure process, and 
the 50k. Spasski Tower in blue is a particularly pleasing stamp. 

These eight values were sup~lem~nted on September 30th. and October lst., 
when additional values of one rouble {the Spasski Tower in red) and 40 kopeks 
( the Union .lQ1:IS in red) appeared. Once ago.in these were the work of Zo.vialov, and were 
of the same frame size. They differed from the May issue.in that they were lithographed 
the sheets were 10 x 10, and the perforation wo.s comb 12 x 12½. 

Y~t another addition was made on Decenber lOth., when a stamp of larger 
formation - 22 x 32.5 I:II!l. was issued. This depicts Soviet fighter Qircruft over the 
.i .. ir Force flag and carries in a scroll the legend "To fly higher, faster and further 
thrui all others". The lithographic process was again used, ar.d sheets were 10 x 10 
- unwctermorked - with line perforation 12½, vclue - 1 Rouble. 

The following tcble sur!ll!larises the 1948 definitive issues:-

-~ !;:-;SUED 

5k. May 15th. 
lOk. do. 
15k. do. 
20k. do. 
30k. do. 
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COLOUR 

Black 
Violet 
Blue 
Sepia 
Red-brown 

DESIGN 

Miner 
Sailor 
lU.l'l!lllll 
Farm Girl 
Union .i..rms 
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v.,;.r..UE ISSUED COLOUR DE8IGI'J 

40k. Oct. 1st. Red Union .tirms 
45k. May 15th. Deep Violet Sciantist 
50k. do. Blue Spa sski Tower 
60k. do. Green Soldier 
lR. Sept. 30th. Red Spasski Tower 
lR. Dec. 10th. Dark blue .itlrcraft and flat! 

In April 1949, the lithographed issues were continued with the production of 
five of the eight designs of May 1948 in new denominations, changed colours and comb 
perforation 12 x 12¼- instead of line 12½-. The sheets were reduced in size from 20 x 
10 to 10 X 10. 

V.ti.LUE COLOUR DESIGN 

15k. Grey-black Miner 
20k. Blue-green Farm Girl 
25k. Deep blue iurman 
30k. Brown Scientist 
50k. Blue Spasski Tower 

.till interesting eXBI!lple of a colour "changeling'', such as is occt1Sionally 
found in the 1936 Factory Girl design, uppears here in the 30k. Scientist. The 
writer hes a copy which is bright orange in colour with traces of the original brown 
colour in the corners of the frame lines. He is of the opinion that a particular 
batch of ink contained a fugitive dye which faded out under the action of light and/or 
moisture, leaving behind a stable orange ink. It has b0en suggested that this effect 
may be produced by the action of gum which is often applied by a small brush in 
Russia to affix the stamp, instead of licking the stomp or using a sponge. If this 
were so, however, would one not expect to find discolouration of the paper ulso? 
This is not present. The views of re~dors would be welcome. 

No further additions appear to have boen issued for more than a year. 
July 1950, the 20k. Farm giel, 25k. M.rman, and 40k. Union .t1.l'II1S began to appear 
colours Yellow-green, grey and scarlet anstead of blue-gr~8n, deep blue and red 
respectively. In all other respects they were the same as their forerunners. 

In 
in the 

This activity in the definitive field over a period of more than two years 
seems to have exhausted the efforts of the authorities, for we have to wait a further 
three years - until 1953 - before two re-issues appear~d. These were the Factory 
Girl design, last used in 1936, and the old favourite - the Spasski Tower. Tho 1936 
Factory Girl was typographc.->d, the 1953 issue was produced by lithography, and her 
"vi ta.l statistics" reduced from the 16 x 23 mm. of 1936 to 14¾ x 21 mu. She also 
appeared in two distinct shades - grey or black. Sheets wure 10 x 10 and perforation 
by comb - 12 x 12½. 

The Spasski Tower reissue was also reduced in size from 15 x 22 mm. to 1~ x 
21½ mm. This reissue would appear to have bben ~ rushed job, using defective or soft 
plates, judging by the printing flaws to be found. Those include the impinging of the 
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design on to the frame lines, br8~S in the design of the Tower, patches and spots 
against white background, and others. There is a widG field for study here. 

Betwe0n 1954 and 1957, five vnlues were represented in a smaller frame size 
- 14¼ x 21 mm. instead of 15 x 22 rnm., and a third printing of the Spasski Tower was 
included - this time free from flaws. These five re-issues were again lithographed 
in sheets 10 x 10, and perforated cor;ib 12 x 1~. The following table shows details:-

Vn.LUE ISSUED COLOUR DESIGN 

25k. 1954 Deep blue Airman 
40k. 1954 Red Union .kros 
lR. 1954 Red Spassld Tower 
20k. 1955 Yellow-green Fam Girl 
30k. 1955 Brown Scientist 
15k. 1957 Grey-black Miner 

In addition to the above there were two other re-issues which deserve 
special mention. l) The familiar 5k. Miner design of 1939. 2) The 40k. h.l'lllB design. 
The original miner design was typogrnphed and measured 15 x 22 mm. The re-issue was 
lithographed, and was reduced to 14¼ x 21½ r.nn. 'l'he re-issue of the 40k. arms 
which appeared in July 1957 is rather more interesting, in that it was not just a 
matter of reprinting to replenish stocks. It was produced in a slightly altered form 
to onrk a c~ in the composition of the Union. In 1956 the Karelo-Finnish Republic 
was incorpore.ted as an autonomous o.rea within the R.E.F.S.R. thus reducing the number 
of Union republics from sixteen to fifteen. : Prior to this issue, the sixteen republics
were symbolised by eir-,ht ribbons wound round the left of the ·sheaves, seven around the 
right, and one central ribbon across the bottom. The new issue showed only seven rib-Jons 
on the left, each slightly broader, moking a total of fifteen ribbons. Furthermore, 
the left edge of each ribbon shows three lines of shading instead of two, as heretofore. 

i~dditions in 1958, 1959 and 1960 nre noteworthy for a complete change in 
designs. On September 3rd. 1958 a 60k. value printed in red on pink pa.per appeared. 
This depicts a furnaceman, is recess printed, and measures 14½ x 2lt mm. Later in the 
same month, this stamp was re-issued on white paper, produced by lithography, and 
measuri~ 14½ x 21 nun. 

1959 snw the release of a further two new desiens:- a 20k. green showing 
n different Farm Girl, recess, 14-¼ x 21½ rnr::. and a 25k. brown de"?icting an architect, 
recess, 14~ x 21 ruu. Each of these was re-issued very quickly lithographed. The 
latest addition at the time of writing is a 60k. blue repouting the 1958 furnacernan. 
This is lithogr~phod and measures 14-¼ x 21 mm. The writer has this on piece from 
Rign, cancelled 22.7.60, and awaits further informetion a.s to actual date of release. 

This does not pretend to be an exhaustive study of these issues. There is 
still much to be done in the study of both of the Fnrra Girl designs, and the various 
printings of the Union iu-rJS. If however, the perusal of these notes, sets some reader 
working on th~se fascinating little stamps, our knowledge of modern Soviet definitives 
mush be the richer. 
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SOVlfT VARlfTlfS OF I SS UIS 
1957-58-59 
JOUN LLOYD 
~ 

Of the two 4Ok. commemorative stamps of the First Satellite, the deep slate 
blue on tinted paper having been rapidly exhausted, the blue on white po.per was issued, 
same size and same perf. There exists to this last, a variety with a double perf. 
along the bottom of the sheet. 

• • • 

S. G. 214 7. S:i.hote Alinj Meteor of November 1957 was issued line perf. double 
between stamps but sing1.o round the edge of the sheet. It was issued with normal comb 
perf. · 12½ x 12 and line perf. 12½. 

• • • 

S.G.2O91. Henry Fielding, issued line perf. 12½, comb perf. 12 x 12½ in two 
very distinct shades. This stamp has two varieties of the figure 4 in the 4Ok. 

• • • 

An interesting variety in the iesue of Regional Handicrafts, on the stamp of 
Turlonen tapestry, is, "double lines" to the value tablet. There are ·very few examples 
of this variety. 

• • • 

The Kuan-Han-Chinj commemorative of the 5th. December issued perf. 12'½ x 12 
is to be found in ultramarine and in a dark bluish violet, two very distinct colours. 

• • • 

Of the Capitals of u.s.S.R. issued 4th. October, printed in recess on thi~k 
paper, the stamp illustrating Riga is also to be found on ordinary paper. 

• • • 
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To the Brussels International Exhibition issue of the .lOth. April, litho 
printed, imperf. and comb perf. 12 x 12½ can ul.3~) b3 add':ld the line perf. 12½ 40k. 
stamp. A variety in this issue is a yellow p1: tch vf llrin. in lower corner of lOk. 
staap, in front of the 1101 • This has only been seen on the imperf. issue. . . . 

In the issue conmemorating the 45th. Anniversary of the death of Admiral 
W.F.Rudnev, can be seen many different shades and colours. There are also three 
varieties of this stamp; on one the white wave runs into the lettering of Rudnev; on the 
seccmd. the "H" of Rudnev loses one leg - "·I" - this in the Russian language clumges the 
word from "Rudnev" to "Rud.chev" a:id is found only once per sheet. The third variety 
is in that the "P" and "H" are joined. . . . 

The commemorative issue of the 10th. International Astronomical Congress 
was comb. perf. 12½ x 12; the 40k. stamp, is, however, also found line perf. 12½. There 
is a variety with stamps imperf. at top or bottom due to one perf. line being missed 
in the sheet. 

• • • 

With the 1500th. Tiflis Anniversary Stamp of the 18th. October, one finds 
some interesting varieties due to bad positioning during printing. This gi. ves the 
effect of a strong light from above to 'rider' and I horse' • This stamp was of a very 
short issue and is unpriced in some catalogues. 

• • 

The three stamps of the 25th • .Anniversary of the Heavy Industry were issued 
comb perf. 12 x 12"½-. The "Ouralmach" S.G.2260 was also issued line perf. 12·½-. 

. 
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The Fourth International Women's Congress Cor:imr->r:c~•,tt;i ,,e is very intP.resting, 
producing apart f~·o□ t '.19 two r.c·:--:-ru stcr.::ps, no les~ than ""i~t ·:rr, :::-J ct).~,s, ns fc l_:!_,.,rn;- · 
40k. :i.i[~.t bl·.:..,:; ; LJ2>: .. b:!.u~. w::.b ~r::w t.) .A!--cJ:i "!: (:,.:t. (::iee F:tg.b r:.t J-.0) ; JOk. r} . . 11:.· W).':h 
double i ;,~r,rcc<.::lO::. o:· -~;,:x-<::: in b:i..:..0k; 40K. light Hue ·,-ri:t}1 c:t.r~. :J.•)t t::) 4:.rab i:ext (se-;e Fig. 
c. ubovt: J ; 4 L1c. K.ue with the some extra dot; 60k. with SIL.'.dl ~,.rrow to .:trub text; and 
60k. with extra dot to Arab text. 

. . . 
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The Third Satellite Commemorative Issue 16th. July with tab attached is comb 
perf. 12¼ x 11¾ h1t the first issue has a line perforation of 12¼ between stamp and tab. 
I have this variety on cover commemorating 3,000 revolutions by 19th. DeceJr..be~ 1958. 
Jlowever, a covar commemorating the 5,000 revolutions on 8th. May 1959 has the same perf. 
l)etween the stamp and tab as the vertical perf. which is 11¾. The second issue is 
1'righter in colour and the lettering on the tab is very black. There is a variety of 
'this second issue with large black "dot" after "1327 kilos". Rarer still is a variety 
with a black "dot" after the "V'' on the sixth line. 

• • • 

S.G.2227. loth International Astronomical Union Congress Comnemorntive Issue; 
the 40k., like the other two of this set, was issued comb perf. 12½ x 12 and l ~.:A.e perf. 
12½-, but some o4 the sheets of this one denomination has top and bottom perfs. ci.Jiliitted. 

• • • 

S.G.2244a., recess-printed Furnaceman issued September 1958 has been found 
on two different thicknesses of paper ( thin paper being the variety). 

• • • 

S.G.2093 of' the International Geophysical Year issue illustrates the interior 
of Observatory; there is a variety of this stm:ip, a large black spot near the word 
'Pochta'. This is found once per sheet of 72. 

• • • 

· S.G.2222 First Wol;l.d Trade Union of Young Workers Conference stamp has an 
extra "Island" (white spot) west of Central America. 

• • • 

On 40k. S.G.2214, Russian Youth Day, there is normally a white dot in the "0" 
of 40, but there is also a variety without the spot. 

• • • 

The· Tcheliabinsk Tractor Plant S.G.2267 has two varieties. The "4" of 40k. 
is sometimes found to be of twice the normal thickness, and secondly the "4" and the 11011 

ore joined together. 
• • • 

In January 1958 a stamp of 60k. was issued to comme:r.iorate International 
Exliibi tion of u. s. S.R., S. G. 2168. This stamp exists imperf. on thick coloured paper 
but without gum. The rarity and absence of gum of this variety J G~s one to think that 
it might have been an essay. 

• • • 

In the World Football Championship( Sweden, S.G.2209/10 issue exists in two 
principal colours - a) blue and pale rose; bJ dark blue anc very bright rose. There 
ore two varieties: in the first the heads of the three footbcllers are turned to the left: 
in the second the first footballer is looking down to the f'rout and the other two men are 
~~fftl£etl:ifi~ta.11.Alao note that soce of the men have thick wavy hair and some have 

• • • 
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There are two varieties of the 25k. S.G.2232 (Russian Centenary Issue). In 
the normal stamp the horses and postal sleigh-coach are part of the lower frame and dark 
blue in colour. On the variety the horses and postal sleigh are light blue in colour 
and the horses are drawing the sleigh on the snow and not · the frame. This laat 1a the 
true picture from which the illustration was taken. 

• • • 

~ 
The Joliot-Curie commemorative issued 3rd. March was printed, by photogravure, 

on two different textured papers varying from white to buff, comb perf. 12½ x 12. This 
stamp is found with two sizes of frame, a difference of 1 mm; this is not due to shrink
ege of paper as is so often quoted but to, I quote the official explanation - "the stamp 
was printed by photo copy and made with the aid of a number of cliches, one of which 
was found to be smaller by 1 !111!1. than the others". Needless to say the smaller stamp 
is the scarcer. 

• • • 

On 21st. February commemorating the occasion of the World Basket Ball 
Chompionship a stamp of the Sport Issue, September 1954, was re-issued with overprint in 
red and perf. 12½. There is a variety to this stamp imperf. at the top of the sheet. 
I have seen only two of these items. 

• • • 

In the Civil Aviation Issue, the 20k. black, red, and bright blue (s.G.2222a) 
has a variety in the text in black, being printed twice (double impression) one very 
much darker than the other. The normal stamp has also a variety with a 1 mm. blue spot 
d the top. 

• • • 
.f.:TAMPS PRINTED BUT NOT IS5'UED 

S.G.1915. A.K.Lyadov normally brown, brown-ochre and black exists also green, 
dark green, brown and black. This variety is very rare and is really a colour essay. . . . 

S.G.2048 Mendeleev, and S.G. 1709 A.M.Butleerov were both overprinted with 
''VIIIth. Mendelecv Congress 1958". The 2048 in red and the 1709 in black. Neither 
of these was ever issued. 

• • • 

To the issue commemorating the 25th. lumiversa.ry of Industrial Plante, S.G. 
2267/9 October 1958, one must add a fourth star.ip that was printed but not issued. It 
represented the factory at Vorochilovgrad and decorated with the Order of Lenin. 

• • • 

Most of these varieties, I myself have observed, a few, however I have not 
1:een but hove been described by E.M.Smirnov to the "Cercle Philatelique France U.R.S,S." 
in the Journal "Timbre Sovietique". It is to be noted that during the last few years 
Eoviet philatelists have taken a great interest in stumps issued with the colour missing 
i;articularly tho background colour or tint. There are IilllllY Soviet stru:ips with very 
cistinctive colour differences; I have not touched on these as they would Ull.lke up an 
E.rticle on their own. 
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1956 AUTO RALLY 
J.P. VISSf It 

Mr.Visser writes to say he found a short article in "Die Postmarko" of 
October 1956 which gave details of an auto-rally held in Russia for which a special 
canceller was issued. 

The rally took plac~ during June and July 1956, the route being Gorki -
iarokum Desert - Pamirs - Moscow, a distance of 12,300 Ions. in all. The rally, organised 
by the Gorki Section of the Sports Society "Dynamo", covered most difficult tracks 
through sand, deserts and over high mountains. 

A Mobile Postal li.gency made the journey with the competitors for the purpose 
c,f selling stamps, accepting mail (registered and express) etc. A special datestamp 
was in use of the double circle type; the outer ring containod, at the top, "Gorki
karakumi" and at the bottom, "Prunir-Moscow"; above the dateline was "~;.utorally" and below, 
"Dynamo II• 

Letters received were cancelled with this datestamp which was in use between 
June 2nd. and .August 7th. About 1,300 letters wore cancelled in this manner. 

Letters received were handed over to the next static Post Office which often, 
but not always, applied its own canceller as well. 
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l>UllATflY IN ISTANBUL 
GAUTlf R V I.DAL 

The Editor has had some interesting correspondence with our member in 
Istanbul, Monsieur Gautier Vidal, who is a speciolist of long standing, as readers will 
gather from the following letter. He outlines the growth of philately in Istanbul and, 
although the contents do not pertain strictly to our speciality, Russia, we feel the 
letter is of sufficient interest to publish, as the growth of the Philatelic Club bears 
n resemblance to that of the B.S.R.P. 

The collector of the stamps of Turkey should, in my opinion, be a man of 
learning. He should have a thorough knowledge of those parts of Europe and .Asia then 
under the suzerainty of the Sultans. 

We have a certain number of enthusiasts in this couotry and, of these, the 
first to venture a display at a Philatelic Exhibition was the late B.Beraha, who won gold 
ll!edals at the Exhibitions of Berlin and New York. The President of our Philatelic Club 
crf Istanbul, M.Orhan Brandt, a worthy successor to Ber.ahe. , has succeeded in giving the 
early Turkish stamps the place they deserve amongst those of other countries. 

Since 1931, thanks to the efforts of the publisher JUi Nusret Pulhan, Turkey 
possesses reviews, periodicals and catalogues; not only Pulhan, but several other 
connoisseurs have also published very presentable catalogues, notably Kamer Arika.n on 
first day cancellations. The recent Pulhan catalogue includes considerable inforr.ia.tion 
on the cachets and their origin during the reigns of the various Sultans. It is to be 
hoped that publishers of catalogues in Europe and .iimerica, who illustrate Turkish stamps, 
will toke advantage of these works and include in the Turkish portion of their publications 
a full list with realistic prices. 

In 1936, certain amateurs, who were really expert specialists, formed a group 
tc study the cachets which preceded the stamps of the Ottoman Empire - a study to which 
President Orhan Brandt contributed much. The first Club, "Philatelic Club of Istanbul", 
Wl::S formed in 1948 and now has a membership of 660; in addition, some 33 other organisations 
e~ist. Since the inauguration of the Club, Turkey has taken part in all Philatelic 
EJhibitions under its genial and hardworking President Orhan Brandt. 

The first issue of postage stamps was made in 1863; the central design consists 
of the "Tughra", stylised signature of the reigning Sultan, and for this rec.son the stamps 
are called "Tughrali". The value is shown at bottom. The paper used is normally thin, 
bet some values are also found on thick paper. a band of colour was printed at the bottom 
of the stamps at a second operation. Errors and imperfections are known. The signature 
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appearing on the first issue is that of Sultan .abd-Ul-Aziz .but the tughras of later issues 
show the signatures of Sul tans llbd-Ul-Ilamid Il;, Mehmet II (Reshad) and 1-fohmet VI. In 
1865 the first stamps beaming the Star and Crescent appeared, perf. ~,n:~ imperf. Up to 
1882 these issues succeeded one another with slight modifications. , .i.g'.!in one · encounters 
a wide variety of perforations, irregular impressions and many err().{;;~ 

After that date, and up to the end of 1921, including the period of the 
Anatolian Campaign of the great Ataturk, many surcharged stamps were issued. The greatest 
number of these surcharges appeered during the 1914-1918 War. In 1920-1921, during the 
Liberation Campaign, many fiscal stamps were overprinted for postal use and these include 
the fiscals for the Religious Tribunals, for the Ministry of Justice, for the Passports 
0ffice, for the Notariat, etc. and labels for the Navy League. Even museum stamps ·and 
those for the Hedjaz Railwey were overprinted. 

The first issues of the Republic of Turkey were mode in 1922. They were of . 
poor quru.ity, printed in the country by any means that came to hand on any stocks of 
paper that happened to be available, irrespective of quality. as time went on, the 
quality improved. 

Born in, and residing in, Turkey, I have really tried to collect Turkish stamps 
but I had to give it up owing to my inability to read Arabic. Specialist collectors 
here are few. Perhaps the most outstanding is the Consul-General for Italy, Dr. 
Iiarcello Mochi, who specialises in the stamps of China and Mongolia. 

Speaking for myself, I specialise on the stamps of the Russian Empire which 
I havo been collecting for 40 years. Leisure permitting, I shall be happy from time 
to time to address some lines on that subject to the Editor of B.J.R.P. 
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R£VISfD SUMMARY OF TI-It P~INTINGS 
AND PLAT£S OF T~f RUSS JAN A'™S ISSUES 
1906 -1922 PART I~ C~ARACTERISTICS 

PART ONE 

ILLUSTRaTIONS 

1. Formats - Plate 1. 

2. Formats - Plate 2. 

3. Plate Numbers - Plate 3. 

(Note: On Pl.l, Dl frequently has control dots T. and B. in a horizontal line. The PN 
3 and 9 usually are somewhat further to the left.) 

LIST OF lJ3BREVI.ATIONS .AND EXPLANaTIONS 

PN - Plate Number 
Print. - Printing 
T. - Top 
B. - Bottom 
N. - Middle 
Rt. - Right 
L. - Left 
u. - Upper 

Fr. - Freme 
Bg. - Background 
c. - Centre 
St. - Stamp or Cliche 

Iand - Band or Bands 
in. - Inch 
nm. - 1 millimeter approx. 

l/25th. in: 
I1iag. - Diagonal 

CK-N 
Nor. 
Med. 
Hv. 
Format 

Col. 
Poss. 
Prob. 
Wmk. 

Vert. 
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- Chalknet 
- Normal 
- Medium 
- Heavy 
- .Ql, C3a, see Plate 2, 

letters at side, 
numbers T. or B.; for 
SI!lall letter a, b, etc. 
designates difference 
from illustrated .Ql, 
soe detailed list of 
formats. 

- Collection. 
- Possibly 
- Probably 
- Edge of paper water-

mark interwined chain 
either Hor. or Vert. 

- Vertical 
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Meaaurements - 1st. represents vertical 
interval, 2nd. horizontal, 
in each instance as 15.3 
x 20.8 mm. for stamp size; 
unless otherwise noted. 

Hor. 
P. 

- Horizontal 

G Int. 
St. Int. 
Approx. 
R 
RR 
RRR 
Inclu. 

- P-::.nc 
- G~tter Interval 
- St amp Interval 
- 1.1:rroximate 
- ftur e 
- Rarer 
- Very rare 
- Inclusive. 

The large number of abbreviations used, are necessary to hold descriptions 
to a reasonable length. 
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We have also had to adopt, when printing, the following conventions:-

RUSSIAN 
., 

l{M TAU 
K.PEA. TU n. 

r 
}1 

6 

PYS 
6J1 

XYA. TMn. AMEP"1R 
XYJlO>K.OE~. BUTO~ 

CONVENTION 

KITAI 
KRE.D. TIP. 

6 
YA 
s· 

ttUB 
8L 

KHUD. TIP. AMEJtllt 
IUIUDOZU. PECU. VITOlt 
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CILiRACTERISTICS 

This paper gives a new summary of the Printings and Plates of the Ruseian 
.Arms Issues of 1908-1922. It represents, on the writer's part, a study covering a period 
of more than twelve years and is still far from co!fr_plete, since therE: are many gaps which 
can only .be filled by materiel unavailable - perhaps now non-existent. The base methods 
cutlined _are also applicable to the study of any group of sheets ot other stamp issues 
based on :sheets, panes, blocks and corner pairs. This paper together with the writer's 
~aper on the 1 Rouble in Rossica issues No.56 and 57, and that of Baron Stackelberg and 
his check list to follow in Rossica No.58, .gives (a) a comprehensive study of all phases 
of these issues, printings, varieties~ etc. and (B) in ey article, in Rossica No.57 is 
a summary table of varieties, which may be used for any group of stamps. Enquiries by 
Baron Stack:elberg (with several of whose published opinions this paper differs), Fawcett 
and others led to this study. 

The chalk-net study is something which may be exclusive to these issues. The 
missing Fawcett dots, due to a discovery by Fawcett shortly before his untimely deatb, 
give a basis for distinguishing plates and issues, which so far as we are aware was not 
previously applied; unfortunately it is applicable only to the 20 and 50 kop. issues, for 
the lR. issue of similar design shows .!!2. missing dots. 

In order to reconstruct the printings listed by Roman Numerals, it is necessary 
to make use of: 

1, Imprints and da.tings; plate numbers. 
2. Edge of paper watermark - Horizontal, 1908-1912; Vertical, 1913-1922; 

Horizontal on Soviet issues of 1920 with horizontal chalk-net. We ·aoubt if 
there were any printing of these issues later than 1922, although they were 
still in use, early in 1923. 

3, Colours: Early dyes to 1914 inclusive were imported aniline dyes, a.11 soft 
colours. From 1915 colours were harsher and shades more varied; use is made 
of Bg. and Fr. colours for the kopek values and of Bg., Fr. and C. colours 
for Rouble values. Details of colour and shades are listed ~or each value, 

4. Plate settings; changes of Format depending on period; partial replacement 
and resetting of cliches, retouching of cliches; new dies for single panes 
or whole plates; result, irregular settings and irregular sized stamps, founi 
rarely, however. 

5, Lack of Fawcett dots on certain of the plates of 20 and 50 kopek issues. 
6. Changes in perforations, both as to number of perforations, and the imperforates 

due to breakdown of perforating machines in 1917. 
7. Late printings of Rouble values show no embossing of centres. 
8. Broken numbers on letters also identify specific plates; also missing dot 

after Kop. or extra dot. 

To make detailed studies of the stamps of each sheet and other relationships, 
the writer has drawn skeleton outlines of the disposition of the stamps of a so-called 
sheet (usually in four panes of 25 euch), but also where otherwise arranged as shown on 
the illustrations as C4, Dl, D2 1 D3, and D4. This permits one to work any missing 
Fawcett dots, irregularity in stamp size or other irregularity on the blue print of the 
necessary form for direct comparison. stamps are nUJ!lbered across pages 1 to 10, 10 to 20, 
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etc. to 90 - 100. Below each shef:,t outline, is listed the following: 

Value Kop. 
Imperf./Perf. 

Bands: 
r_r • 

Size 
Chalk-net - Normal 

medium 
Heavy 

Size of Panes 

Date 19 M. 
S.G.No. Vert. Rands: 
x - Right dot missing 
Lx - Left dot missing 
Plate No., etc. 
Format 

Rt. 
L. 

2nd. colour 
G. Intervals 
Size of stamp or frame ______ _ 
St. Intervals _________ Fr. Int. 

Imprint 
Wmk. (Hor. 

(Vert. 

Colours ·--------------Gum '-----------------Irregularities -----------Position of sheet ----------Extra Control dots ________ _ 
O.P. ____________ _ 

Plate numbers: 

~eet printings were of two sorts: (1) Those printed without plate numbers: 
(a) some of the imprinted sheets, and (b) some plates were in use over a sufficient 
~eriod to have the plate number partly or wholly worn off, and (2) with plate numbers 
(.PN). 

Other pointers adding to our lmowledge of dating printings are: 

(5) 

Study of cancellation dntes. 
F-ind of new blocks and sheets dated with imprints definitely showing that 
horizontal edge watermarked paper was still in use during 1912. 
My recent finding that some of the earliest printings h~d smaller chalk
nets than those of the next or middle-period; and 
That a large chalk-net measuring 9-5/8 x 11-3/4 inches was in use in the 
late period printings for both kopek and rouble, from about 1920 to 1922, 
except for the 
Horizontal chalk-nets used for special Soviet printings for lR., 3R., 
50 Kop., and 7 Rouble issueB also from 1920, which measured 8-3/4 x ll-
3/4 inches; 50 stamps arranged in 5 horizontal rows of 10 stamps each. 

No PN have been observed on 3R.50K. and ?R. crossed double V's sheets. On 
the lR. horizontal chalk-net, both Bg. and Fr. coloured PN, are observed, one printed 
over the other: only PN 5 and 6 have been seen, indicating that there were two sets 
of plates printed, -the first with PN 1, 2, 3, and 4, nnd the second with PN 5, 6, 7 and 
8. 

The same p~ates have sometimes been used for different printin~: (1) When 
during the first perivd, a plate firs-; used for an imprint printing, and le.ter without 
the imprint, (2) When tr.'= earlier plat9s are used on the later paper, as when 1911 or 
1912 plates are used for printir.g in 19~3 on the &lge Vert Wmk. paper, (3) ·when plates 
of the 1917 period were U i;ed ag-din on pa:;;er with the larger chalk-net and perforated in 
the 1920-1922 period. 
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Our information on many of these printings is far from complete, since there 
has been a lop-sided preservation of sheets consisting of a few of the early printings, 
but mostly jhe more recent printings only, these probably remainders; for some values, 
notably the 10 Kop. the available sheets are relatively few. It is necessary to make 
use of panes and blocks, particularly corner and plate number or imprint blocks, 
where no sheets, are available and in a few instances it has been also possible to 
reconstruct the character of a sheet, but not necessarily the format from a corner pair. 
The writer will welcome members advising is of a:ny ommissions they ma:y possess or have 
seen. 

This paper does not deal with varieties, since the Baron Stackelberg listings 
will do justice to these, except that where irregularity in the printing of part of a 
sheet helps determine a separate or later plate printing, attention is called to it. 

Fawcett dots: 
Due to the significant discovery based on relatively little material by John 

W.S.Fawcett of London, of certain missing dots, herein called the "Fawcett dots", and 
for whom this writer verified from his large store of sheets, that his suggestion was 
well founded, it has been possible to add considerably to our lmowledge of these issues 
and their printings. 

Fawcett had planned a paper using our joint data for the B.J.R.P., but as the 
writer was apprised of his untimely passing on 4th. January 1960, the writer's material 
on the use of the Fawcett missing dots are incorporated in this paper; Fawcett sent 
part of what he hoped to include, and the writer uses Fawcett's form of presentation 
somewhat shortened and amplified. These dots are located either side of the arabesque 
framing the number 20 or 50 (bottom centre) of stamp. The dots left of centre of the 
arabesque are desinated LX, and right of centre X. LX was found absent on some of the 
sheets of the VIth. printing on the 8th. stomp of the T.Rt. pane; sometimes it is 
almost worn off, or may be fully present. They are absent on some of the earlier issues 
of the same design, notably the 4 Kop., lOK. and 20 Kop. of the 1889-1900 issue, and 
the 4, 10, _and, 20 Kop. of the 1901-1909 issue. They might also be absent from the 
1 Rouble of these issues and of the 1909-1922 issues except that since the dots a.re 
larger, they wear off less readily,. hence may be absent only from the most worn plates. 

The absent Fawcett dots a.re helpful in determining different plate printings, 
retouched plate printings, and replaced panes where one pane may have worn out. Since 
some of the dots wear off readily, it is also possible to determine different states 
of printing from the same plate. This accounts partly for the slight difference which 
we list for some printings. It also helps to determine if a worn or blurred plate 
number is from the same plate or from a different plate. 

Another advantage of the "absent dots" is ability to determine plates to 
which a sheet with rims too closely cut or cut off belongs, icluding often the sheet 
plate number. 

Chalk-net size: 
A further study indicates that one can approximately date the wove paper with 

edge of sheet's watermarks used in the various printings by the four sizes of varnish 
chalk-nets as follows: 
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Kopek ve.lues: 

1. Earliest printings: 1908-1909, 8-3/8 - 8-11/16 x 10-13/16 - 10-3/4 inohes
chalk-net normal; with 13dge of pnper horizontal watermark, example: 1908 - 25 Kop. 
sheets of 100 stamps. 

2a. Early and middle printings, 1908-1912 horizontal edge watermark top and 
bottom of sheet and vertical chalk-net 8-5/8 x 10-15/16 inches; usual 
normal; for 1913 and through to 1918 - 8-5/8 x 10-15/16 inchos; all with both vertical 
chalk-net nnd vertical· edge watermark, letter on Lor Rt only. Sheets of 100 stomps 
10 horizontal and 10 vertical. 

3. 1 Rouble: The chalk-net for lR. orange centre and or.e orange band 1910 size 
format is 8-5/8 x 10-15/16 inches. The same issue with imprint but nlso with 10 
Piastre diagonal overprint, has a larger chalk-net measuring 8-7/8 x 10-3/4 inches. 
Differing aiso from the 1910 lR. issue is the control dots above and below for the 
1 brown band on either aide, . which has 2 Fr. dots alternating with 2 Bg. dots. 3 mm. 
above Fr. for the T. and 3 mm. below the Fr. dots for the Bottom of the sheet. 
Chalk-net measures 8-9/16 x 1015/16 inches. For the next lR. issue with 3 brown band.a 
on either side, the chalk- net measures 8-7/16 x 10-15/16 inches. .An unusually rare 
(RRR) sheet, Format D5, with Bg, inverted, Imperforate, and PN 2 (B4) almost worn off, 
has the Bg. Fr. and Bg. dots alternating above and below. This is of late printing 
(1920) with chalk-net 9-5/8 x 11-3/4 inches. Of this snme late printing a double Bg. 
for lower half of sheet (RRR) is also in the writer's collection. 

4. 1915: 5 ond lOR. - Sheets of 25 stamps with larger V's, with the pointed part 
of the V turned outward and completely surrounding the sheet, the 24 V's colour of Bg. 
~een for the 5R. and yellow for the lOR. printed usually on vertical chalk-net paper 
lprcbably 8-5/8 x 10-15/16 inches) with edge paper watermark, noted on my lOR. copy as 
on L., probnbly occurs on some sheets on Rt. and likewise for the 5R. Levant of this 
issue with 50 Piastres O.P. has no chalk lines, (while copy of lOR. (1906) with 100 
Piastres O.P. is on vertically watermark paper). Overprint KITAI both red and rarely 
black on 1915, chalk-net paper for China, also vertical chalk-net (ns well as vertical 
edge waterma:rk) same paper used for China "Dollar" O.P. issues. 

4a. For 3-1/2 R. 50K. chalk-not measures 8-3/4 x 11-3/16 or 11-7/8 inches for 
the double V'o format. Far the ?R. 9-5/8 x 11-13/16 inches for the double V's format~ 

5. Kopek and Rouble iasues; Kopek 100 star.ips; Rouble 50 stamps and in double · 
V's. 1917-1920 8-5/8 x 10-15/16 inches; verticnl chalk-net; vertical edge watermark. 

5a. 1920-1922. 9-7/8 x 12-3/4 inches, vertical chalk-net; measurement of either 
length or width will determine width or length of 2, 3, 3a, or 4 chalk-nets; and vert
ical edge watermark L. or Rt. only. 

5b. Owing to inflation it was necessary to increase values to 100 and 1000 
times after 1920, and hence none of the low values, 1 to 15 kop. was printed after 
1917, although those on hond remained in use, nnd only values higher than these, 20 Kop. 
to 70 Ko~. are ~rinted on the larger chalk-net paper of 1920. 

b. Ho~izontal Chalk-nets, edge Watermark horizontcl, Soviet issue: 
18~1922 8-7L8 xdl1-3/4hinches for 1~ 3R~50K. and 7R. Soviet printings from new platos, 
? s amps arrange in 5 orizontal rows OI 10 staraps each. Width of chalk-net may 
deterwine length of net, as width is usually cut off; net usually norma.1, printed four 
sheets of 50 to a printing - Horizontal edge of paper watermark on top or bottom of 
two sheets only; on top of two upper sheets of 50 each, and on bottom of two lower 
sheets of 50 sheets each; rarely found since sheets have been trimmed usually too 
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closely. Since size of net differs, r.rry peevious opinion that this was earlier paper 
put in side-wise was incorrect. However, the new sheets were put into machine 
sideways for printing. 

Chalk-nets are usually normal on the 1909-1912 printings; may be normal but 
usually either medium or heavy on later printings, and on 1920 printings both vertical 
and horizontal prints, paper carries again normal chalk-nets. Where a single sheet 
(common usual usage of term) carriers two or three control dots on the B.L. and T.L. 
or on the B.Rt. and T.Rt. it is possible to say (with the aid of the V.Wmk.) whether 
the sheet was ~rom the left side or right side of the larger printed sheet. The 
chalk-net frequently (but not always) is also helpful in this regard; the chalk-net 
overlap when narrow on the L. indicates that the sheet was pr0bably from the L. side 
and should carry a Vertical Watermark on the L.; similar dots, horizontally occurring 
at top of bottom of u sheet, may indicate whether it was from the top or bottom of 
the 4 sheet-printing. If narrow on the right side, the sheet should have its V.Wmk. 
on the right side. Further, the wide overlap is usually on the side of no edge 
watermark, hence if watermark L., wide net overlap is on Rt., and vice versa where 
edge watermark is on Rt. 

Thus, it is now certain that most, if not all, printings particularly those 
with vertical edgi:3 of paper watermark, and those with horizontal. edge watermark having 
the late horizontal chalk-net, were printed four sheets together on one master sheet 
at one time on the machine for example:- Plate No. I, 2, 3, 4, make up one sheet or 
1, 2, 3, 4 to make it up, and 5, 6, 7, and 8 to make. up another. While the writer 
has not seen some of these plate numbers, they are certain to exist, so we shall list 
them for the several printings of each value in due course. An exception may be 
in the first print~ng (1900-1.912) with horizontal edge of paper watermark, in which 
at lea~t two sheets were printed together. Some sheets have no plate numbers. Of 
course, some sheets have been ~~t so close that their identity as to PN edge watermark 
and size of chalk-net, have been lost. However, in the instance of the 20K. and 50K. 
the absent dots offer a key to the printings; while the other values, colour of stat1p 
is the only other dating key. 

'ihere dates are listed, earliest date possible is given, and in the case 
where we used the new colours for dating, the range might be from 1915-1922. 

Formats of Sheets: 

The plate formats (as for example designated A2) for the several vo.lues, and 
even variations in formats for different PN in a single printing of a value, very 
character and presence or absence of some bands without reason. Some values like . 
5 Kopek maintain a sill€le simple format like C3, other vary more or less from printing 
to printing, some simple, some complex; the latter even from plate to plate in th~ 
same master printing. The Kopek issues, formnts fall into the following categories: 
Formats with bands: 

Vertical: 

Single bands: 
Al With added strokes or short bands, either side of centre of sheet. 
~ Single on either side. 
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Double boods: 
& Vertical bands of two colours .::ind of vc.rying widths. 

With horizontal bands: 
B2 Bottom bmid solid across; top and middle, bands broken at centre with 
- o.dditional short bands or strokes on either side of the centre. 
~ Bottom band solid, middle and top bands broken at centre, but no short 

strokes. 
~ Top, middle and bottom bands broken at middle of sheet. 
B3a Topond bottom bands broken with middle band solid across. 
B3b Like B3 but with extra short Hor. strokes on either side of centre, no control 

dots T. or B. 
J:!! Top and bottom bands solid, with middle band absent. 
B4a Top and bottom bands solid, but with outside short strokes at middle as in B2. 
~ Top, middle and centre bands solid across. 
]4£ Like B4b, but with added short strokes. 

Mixed colour: 
Cl With short strokes or bands in alternate colours to Illllke long horizontal 
- bands, and with vertical solid coloured bands. 
02 Combination of vertical and horizontal solid bands. 
C2a Horizontal and vertical bands in alternate of two colours. 

Formats without bands, distinguished by control dots: 

Single control dots (in colour of Bg. or Fr.) 
A6 Centre dots, one left of stamp 51 and one right of stamp 50. 
A8 Has one control dot either side of horizontal middle of sheet, and one above 

and one below, either side of vertical centre of sheet. 
A8a Has one dot above stamp 5, and one below stamp 96, also one dot either side 

of the middle of the sheet. 
Ql Has one control dot either side of horizontal middle of sheet. 

Double control dots (one colour of Fr. and one colour of Bg.) 
A7 In addition to dots of A8, has one dot opposite stamp 21 and one opposite 

stamp 60. 

Double control dots (one colour of.Fr. and one colour of Bg.) CO~"TINUED. 
B6 Is a vnriant of C7, in that the dots at the vertical middle simulate yhose of 

a8, plus alone one dot above the corner of strunp number 5, and one dct at 
bottom below stump no. 96. 

Sll. In addition to dots of A8, has oo extra dot opposite stomp 51 and 60. 
C7a Has usual dots either side of horizontal centre as in C3; but insteo.d of 

single dot in vertical middle of sheet, top and bottom has two dots in said 
middle. 

Q'.ZQ.Has one dot, above and below the vertical centre dots, one dot over stemp no. 
6 and one dot under strunp 95. 

C7c One dot over 6, and one under 96. 
A6a (Rare format) used late only, has no horizontal or vertical centre dots. 
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The bands show thin lines lengthwise when the ink did not fully stick, 
particularly on worn plates - otherwise they print solid. Where we s~eak of their 
being broken above, we mean they represent e band, at space at middle lei ther when 
horizontal or vertical) abd a second bond in the Bl!lllle line or band. 

The original plates of illustrations (whose designations such as~. etc. 
are used above), were published in the writer's first paper in B.J.R.P. in 1951. 
There were also some designations for extra control dots as on the right side of~ 
and srz_. It is now desired to simplify the explanation of these control dots: 

Those extra dots probably represent points on the plates such as ·described 
above, and while not excluded from appearing on the outer side of the printings, more 
probably represent centre points both vertically, whence there were two vertically 
spaced near top and two vertically spaced near bottom or horizontally, likewise one 
or two dots which represent position of the centres of the four sheet printings. 
Had they presented points on the machines, it would have been impractico.l to show on 
the sheets in colour of Bg. or of Fr. An a.dditional aid and proof in connection 
with the 4-sheet master printing is the fa.et that the gum is spread across the inside 
of all four sheets, but does not go to the outside. This helps also in determining 
in some instances if sheets are part of the L. or R. of a two sheet printing, or the 
UL, BL, U.Rt. or B.Rt. of a 4-sheet printing. 

For formats of the rouble printings reference is made to the writer's plate 
in the recent issue of Rossica, No.56. 

The writer retains the original fomat designations of the old plate 
illustrations to aviod confusion. These are modified somewhat by designating those 
only partly illustrated heretofore by on additional letter designation as given 
herein~ 

In the case of the l Kopek, based only on the difference in light printing 
for PN I and 2 and for PN 3 and 4 heavier printing and also thin base band for the PN 
I and 2, end heavy base band for the PN 3 and 4, it is probable that only two sheets 
were printed together for these early issues. PN land 2 of the 2 Kopek hove the 
same format as PN 1 and 2 of the 1 Kopek - likewise also n light printing. This 
theory is favoured by the horizontal edge paper mark at top and bottom. 
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Positions of regular control dots and bands on Rouble vcl.uos are as followss 

Bg 2 dots Fr 1 dot, above and below • 
.alternating Fr, Bg, Fr, Bg above and below on lR. with 3 bands either side. 
Alternating Bg, Fr, Bi, ebove and below 

Bg Frl Vertical dots left-Bg T Rt Bg B Rt 
Fr Bg 

Last printing of lR. - crossed double V's. Al.so on 5R. crossed double V's. 
First printing crossed double V's - lR. - PN 3-9 - Bg, Fr,Bg, Fr. 
alternating above am below. 
Fr, Bg, Bg, centre, above and below, double V's of 3R.50K. and 7R. 
Same arrangement of crossed doubleV' s as in D-5, but for 5 Rouble imperf. 
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dots Bg, Bg, pn top line and Fr dot below, making n triangle of dots, 
centre, above and below. Also has Fr dot at L. side centre und C dot 
at Rt. side of sheet c6ntre. 

D5a lOR. imperf. has same triangle of dots: Bg, Bg, also with one Fr dot 
Fr 

L. and R. of sheet. iuso has one Fr dot L. of Bl crossed 
double V's and one Fr dot Rt. of T.L. double V's. 

D2 1915 - lOR. has arrangement of dots like D-5, Bg, Fr, Bg bottom and 
top of sheet, and Fr dots Rt and L. of sheet at centre. 

D2 1)815 - 5R. has same dot arrmigement Bg, Fr, Bg, top and bottom, also 
Fr dot, right and left of centre of sheet. 

Overprints on base sheets: 

Overprints by the Czarist government for the Levant and China have been 
studied by the writer to check issuance dates, and for the Levunt we can give a rather 
full presentation, based .on sheets. For China (aside from the later Kharbin "cent" 
overprints) we have seen no sheets. · 

For the Levant, dated sheets are found for the first, horizontal waten:w.rkod 
paper, for the years 1910 and 1911 as listed below. For the 1913 and later period 
no dating occurs but the vertical edge watermarked paper sets the period. 

The printings follow the sane number of sheets printed together as for the 
base sheets, probably two sheets for the 1910 and 1911 issues, and four sheets for the 
vertically marked and later issues. 

The dating for base sheets anJ overprints for Levant on 1910-1915 Arms isa~es 
are as follows: 

List of diagonal overprints, 1910 on horizontal edge watermarked paper. 

5 para on 1 Kop. 1910, PN 3 (c3), BL (PN 1, 2 and 4 must have existed), B4. 
10 Para on 2 Kop. 1910, (PN 1 and 4 must have existed), M_. 
20 Para on 4 Kop. 1910 Qi. 
1 Piastre on 10 Kop. (1910) (No sheet seen, but appears on singles), Qi. 
5 Piastre on 50 Kop. 1910, C6. 
7 Piastre on 70 Kop. 1910, KL 

10 Piastre on lR. 1910, JU, orange band. 

Horizontc.l overprints, 1911, on horizontal edge watermarked paper. 

1-1/2 Piastre on 15 Kop. 1911, A8. 
2 Piastre on 20 Kop. 1911, without bands. 
2-1/2 Piastre on 25 Kop. 1911, without bands. 
3-1/2 Piastre on 35 Kop. (1911) (sheet not seen), 

Overprints, 1913, on vertical edge watermarked paper. 

5 Para on l Kop. (1913) diagonru., B2a. 
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20 Para on 4 Kop. (1913l Ql, PN 2 (B3) B. Rt. Diag. OP Watermark Rt. 
20 Para on 5 Kop. (1913 Watermark Rt. Hor. OP, A8a. 
15 Para on 3 Kop. (1913 PN 4 (Dl) BL., Watermark L., Horizontal OP, B4a. 

1 Piastre on 10 Kop. (1913) Wm(Diagonal 0/P) Ql 
1-1/2 Piastre on 15 Kop. (1913) Wm. L., A8 
2 Piastre on 20 Kop. (1913) Horizontal Watermark, Rt., no bands. 

10 Piastre on lR. (1913) (Diagonal OP), fil brown band. 
50 Piastre on 5 R. (1915) without chalk-net, horizontal OP (shhet not seen) D2 

Dates shown in parenthese are assumed; those not seen by the writer are so 
marked. It is believed that these datings are more accurate than those in the various 
catalogues, and that the catalogues should be revised accordingly. 

For the Soviet period nearly all over-printings were by AI1ti-soviet 
governments and hence were printed on remainders found at the post offices. Probably 
only one or two of the 1923 Soviet Far East issues (gold) were of Soviet origin and 
these probably were also overprinted on remcinders. Fraudulent overprints were 
usually likewise made only on post office stock. We do not list here overprints on 
remainders. 

Colours: 

Listed below modified, but in generul following the Prigara listing (Prigora 
catalogue :in Russian, pages 49-52 incl.), are the various colours and shades common 
to the earlier and later printings for these issues, and are useful in helping 

·· establish dates of issue and plate printings. 

Essays and Proofs: 

Essays; trial printings of designs never put to use, usually on paper or 
cardboard. not regularly used. 

Proofs: Colour trial printings of both used and not-used colours of designs 
used in regular printing, but issued usually, but not always, on paper not regularly 
used, as that without chalk-net on paper or on cardboard. 

Both essays and proofs may be issued as singles on platelets, or in blocks 
of four on platelets. Proofs may also be issued on regular sized sheets, as for 
example the black and green backgrounds of No.l rouble with horizontal chalk-net. 
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Conclusiona, 

From our study of these sheets, it is apparent: 

That there were original printings of imprinted (sated) plates. 
That later some of these plates were reused, probably without imprint 
accounting for some plates without imprint or PN. 
Worn Plate numbers attest later printing states than the original. 
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(6) 

Definite later printings aro attested to by printing on paper carrying 
different sized o.nd lcter-date chalk-nets. 
New Plates were prepared to replace some worn out, hence, the Soviet 
issues of 1, 3R.50K., and ?R. of the 1920 period; also the double V's 
arrangement of the 1, 3R.50K, 5, 7 and lOR. issue of 1917 or 
thoreabouts; the new late plates with special imprints on the 2K.; and some 
new plates as in the case of 4K. with narrow bands on the right and ieft, 
also a late dated printing. 
Old plates were repaired in a few instances, for example; replacement 
of cliches in the 15K., and in the late printing of the double crossed V's 
lR. with PN I (Ha) and 2 (B6). Ju.so retouched plates as in the case of 
the 35 Kopek (see a later reference); and in that of the late double 
crossed V's, plate of lOR. 
In the first issue of 7 Kopok, there was one early plate in which the rnre 
Dies No.lend 2 were included. Only a few of these sheets were printed, 
nnd then either this plate was no longer used or the discarded clicho wns 
replaced by Die No.3. It is probabl~ that for this ?K. only one of the, 
two plates printed together had the rnre die included (and this only once 
in the plate). 

Acknowledgement 

These studies are bused for the most part on strunps (froD the large number of 
sheets, panes, blocks and even singles) from the writer's collection gathered through 
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5. "The Rejected Die Variety of 7K. of 1909" by Theodore Lavroff, Vol.2. No.l. Nov.1943 
6, J·il'ticle by D.S.Hc:.verbeck, Russia11-.1merican Philatelist, Vol.2 No.2 Oct.1943, Vol. 2 

No.10, June 1944, 
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a. "Soviet-Russllllld-Prunphlet No.2a" Otto E.Steidl, Fritz-Billig; 4th. page; gives 
origiMl and falsification of the One Rouble horizontal chalk-net of 1920. 
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9. "24 Perforations Russian Stamps" 9in Russian) Rossica No.16. p. 89-94, august 1934, 
C.Mauga.zhan. 

10. "27 Perforations Russian Stamps" (in Russian) Rossica No.10, p. 135-147, October 1932 
C .Mauga.zhan. 

11. F.Julius Fohs "The Printings and Plate Characteristics of the One Rouble Arms Stamps 
1910-1923", Rossica No.56, p.90-96, 1959, Rossica No.57, continued p.21-27, 1959. 

12. Dr.Constantine Von Stackelberg, "A New Che.ck List of the it.rms Issues of 1908-1923" 
Rossica No.57, p.16-21 and continued Rossica No.58. 

13. Baron Carl Von Scharfenberg Collection of Russian Stamps by Oscar Riep, July 1925 
(p.7-9 incl. 38, 39, 41, 48-50 incl.) 

14. Michel. 
15_ Zumstein. 
16. Romeko, 1927 edn. (p. 4, 5, 6, 8,9) 
17. Reynolds Special Catalogue of Stamps of Russia, 1957 edn. (p.51-56 incl.) 
18. Russia; "Postage Stamps R.s.F.s.R. and s.s.s.R." 1933, 1955, and 1959 edn. 
19. Prigara, ''Russia Postage Imperial, etc." 1941 edn. (p.38-43 incl., 49-52 incl.) 
20. Billig's Handbook IX, 1948, Russia by .d.l'thur King Clark (p.173-178 incl.) 

The above Rossica articles are in both the English and Russian language editions. 

CaT.hLOGUE NUMBERS 
British, .&.merican, French. 

ST.a.NLEY GIBBO?iS SCOTT 
Values Perf. 1917. Vert Hor. Imperf. Perf. Imperf. Late 

CK-N CK-N perf. 
1 Kop. 92 155 12~ 73 114 
2 Kop. 93 156 74 115 
3 Kop. 94 157 75 116 
4 Kop. 95 158 76 117 
5 Kop. 96 159 77 118 
7 Kop. 97 78 
10 Kop. 98 160 79 120 
14 Kop. 99 80 
15 Kop. 100 161 81 122 133 
20 Kop. 101 162 82 123 
25 Kop. 102 163 83 124 
35 Kop. 103 164 84 125 134 
50 Kop. 10~ 165 85 126 135 
70 Kop. 105 166 86 127 
lR. 106 167 183 189 192 87 128 135a 
3R.501C. 172 170(1) 184 190 190 129 136a 
5R. !74~!j 168 185 130 137a 
7R. 1957 171 186 191 194 131 138a 
lOR. 169 132 
lOKop on 7K. 110 
20 Kop. on 14K. 111 
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MINKUS YVERT AND TETJJER 
Vslues Perf. Irnperf. 1909-12 1913-17 Imperf. Hor. CK-N. 
1 Kop. 62 113 61-1 61 1917-22 

109 
2 Kap. 63 114 62-1 62 110 
3 Kap. 64 115 63-1 63 111 
4 Kop. 65 116 64-1 64 112 
5 Xop. 6$ 117 65-1 65 113 
7 Kop. 67 66-1 66 
10 Kop. 68 118 67-1 67 114 
14 Kop. 69 68-1 68 
15 Kop. 70 .119 69-1 69 115 
2C Kop. 71 120 70-1 70 116 
25 Kap. 72 121 71-1 71 117 
3~ Kop. 73 122 72-1 72 118 
50 Kop. 74 123 73-1 73 119 
70 K~p. 75 124 74-1 74 120 
]Jt. 76 125 75-1 75 121 75a 
}h.50K. 128 126 122 126a 
5}{. 77 126 76 123 76A 
lOR. 78 127 128 125 
?R. 1957 129 127(!) 124 1271 

127-i 
lOK. on 7K. 105 
20 Kon on 14K. 106 
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MUT[ CANCfllATIONS 0~ 
WORLD WAJt I (ONTINU£1' 

DltG.B.SAUSBUR.'/ AND llURT ADifll 
Since the last instalment in No.23 B.J.R.P., }1arch 1958, the bulk of identifiei 

commercial covers and postcards of the immense mute cancellation collection of H.C.Goss 
became our property. Prior to continuing the regular series by Salisbury and Freitag, 
it is imperative to supplement the information to date, by reporting our new acquisitions. 
Future sections will carry new categories of designs such as lines, stars, crosses, rays, 
petals, sprays etc. based on the collections of the authors. 

This addenda likewise covers all new material acquired during the past two 
years exclusive of the Goss items. We also acknowledge data and tracings from the 
W.Frauenlob collection. Renders are urged to consult all of the previous tables A - I 
inclusive, and to add the following tracingcJ frora identified covers. 

T.ABLE .a 
(see illustrations on 

opposite page) 

ii.37 is e. new mute, previously unrecorded of Ostrov, Lomza Gub. on a postcard. 
to Riga. We also acquired various Sevastopol mutes of A22 previously shown on postcards 
identified, and one which will be recorded in Table B, slightly larger in 2 concentric 
rings, close together, which if inked heavily would have undoubtedly produced one ring. 
We have a Riga mute of .ii.21 type, 4 lines of 50 mm. lent,-th, 8 r.:im. apart and 2 ovals, 21 mm. 
high, 13 mm. wide. There is also a variety of Lernzal, AlO, left half of thick ring 
(4 mm.) inked in c•nly, oth8r half looks like 2 rines. Dnt0 2108.14. 1.1.l.so u smnlkr 
size shown. ..m ;;,_g, ~:i.25 Revel, Est. on a postcard to Riga, datecl 10 July 1914, nnother 
dated 16.8.14 which shows inked lines between 2 rings running oblique and not at right 
angles between rings • 

.t.1. previouslyu¥ecorded Kand.an, Lifl. Gub., on a pair of arms type stamps, A38 
is shown traced from a commercial cover. We also present a Novogeorgievsk mute A39; 
please compare it with the tracing of B29 taken from the old Rossica tables. .ii.40 is a 
new mute also, of Scheineli, Kovno Gub. 

Mutes .ri.3, .ii.7, .ii.9, filO and .iu.6 are shown in a.ccurate tracings to improve the 
previous records in earlier tables. 
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A41 is a small filled in circle, a mute of Zdolbunovo, on a postcard to Riga, 
dated 28.VIII.14. It is a new mute, shown on a 3k. Romanov. a42 is clsc en unrecorded 
nute of Zirt, Petrograd Gub. on an identified cover sent to Riga. Both of these mutes 
look like improperly inked round cancellers intended to produce fully inked in large 
circles. .M-3 is a new mute of Mstislavov, Mohilev Gubernia. 

TABLE B 

(see illustrations on 
foll owing page) 

P1ease note the· larger variety of Vinnitza "T" in a c.ircle than that shown as 
117 earlier. B31 is the exact tracing of a mute reproduced previously from other 
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sources in Table B. In the same table note Razik B5, 6, and Riga 7, also Revel B61 on 
page 684 in No.22. We reprmduce another such Revel mute from a commercial cover, also 
B62 Choritza of 22 mm. and B63, B~4 Ekuterinoslav. The last two cities have previously 
not been recorded as having these designs. · Please note the difference in sizes 
between B62 arid B63, also the wey Revel differs from both in having a crosslike inner 
intersection of lines. Another mute of similar design, Razik, and a much smaller one 
of Riga should also be considered in identifications. 

B65, Dondangen is a cross within a ring, probably within 2 rings, similar to 
Goldingen Bl, B2, B60, except that this route's design is not inked in. love or B66 
resembles a small black heart witt the apex chipped off, surrounded by a single ring. 
B67 is a vecy unusual Kiev mute of 25 mm. diameter, while·B68 is Odessa of 25 mm. dia. 
4½ mm. each square, violet, which differs dl'rom the same design in our collection prior 
to the Goss Sale, in thut ours is black, and of 26 mm. diameter. B69 is Simonis, B70 
is Minsk as seen in four varieties of a thick ring with en enclosure on our col'JT.lercially 
identified covers. all the Table B additions with the exception of Bl7, B31 and B61 
have not been previously recorded. 

(The remaining illustrations for Table Bare shown on the page aside) 
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a ?O. On Rt1WW1 Rt\OVS, 

TABLE C 

we·now have an accurate tracing of Stenden C20 previously based on Rossica's 
old charts. Our commercial covers froI!l Stenden, Latvia, rather Lifland Gub. to Riga 
show a larger mute. :Nikolaev, Cl5 on postcard. to Riga, and a letter of 29.8.14 to 
Moscow, is here reproduced merely to show difference with the new and previously unrecord
ed Novoukreinka. C40, found on a commercial cover to Mpscow. Tho latter has the two 
centre bars much heavier than the ring, while Nikolaev is of even thickness throughout. 

- .. . .. .. ......., 

TA0LE·C 
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C"l5 • 
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C41 is Berdnikovo of Volynsk Gub., a settlement neur Bednikov factory, and it 
is a new mute, on a commercial cover. C42 is Rovno, a two ring with a bull's eye, which 
differs from our previously recorded D26 by having one less ring. It is possible that 
the Gryzewski Coll. mute presented earlier had e white spot within a bull's eye, a 
frequent occurrence whic11 led the owner to consider it as ail extra ring. Rovno is also 
shown a.a E9 having four rings. 

C43, Scheden, a locality near Goldingen, resembles a wheel with spokes. Please 
c0tlpare this with C31 unidentified mute, in which the spokes are triangle shaped and the 
entire mute looks like a star enclosed with a double circle. 

We had shown in original Table A a single ring Sevastopol, also in Table O a C33 
three ring, possibly a two ring mute. We now present a tracing from an identified 
Sevastopol, Crimea, postcard a two ring mute, which on close inspection shows a possibility 
of a poorly inked one ring. There are also four lines of a mechanical canceller 
e1r.erging on the right. 045 is like 035 previously recorded of Riga except that the outer 
heo.yY ring is very umch thicker, cruder and uneven. It is on a postcard from Riga to 
Orel. C46 is an unusual mute. It is found on a censored P.O.W. card from Mozyr 31.5.17 
to Bohemia, with usual T.P.O. cancellation but the route number removed. While the 
postmark is not based on 1914 regulation to mask cancellations, it is definitely mute, 
possibly to mask location of the POW camp, thus can be registered as a very late usage of 
a mute postmark, in this case the only oval mute hitherto recorded. C47 is another 
uz:usual case - in 1917 cancellation with the nrun.:. of the town removed appeared again. 
Reason unknown. Vitebsk 20.10.17 

@, 
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TABLED 
(see illustrations aside) 

We have acquired a commercial bank cover of Cl Cherkassi previously listed 
as three thin rings, now noted as a heavier strike of three l.r.D:l. in width rings 
here shown on a 7k. Romanov stamp. See E7 for the four ring type. D4 Priluki and 
D8 Krivoi Rog have been previously shown; these tracings are now shown from commercial 
covers rather than from approximate tracings from other collections. The Dl5 or Kish
inev is shown in new measurements o.s compared to our previously recorded mute on 
commercial cover. Please note a Kishinev mute pictured in No.22, B.J.R.P. Our 
previously recorded Dl5 was: 35 mm. 25 mm. 15 nnn. and .5 mm. inner circle, no bull's eye. 
D28, Riga is listed as a new mute, however if one studies C45 of previous table, one can 
suspect this example as an improperly inked C45. 

TilBLE E 
(for illustrations, ~lease see the 

fallowing page) 

We of~er tracings fron commercial covers of previously recorded Simferopol 
E2, Eupatorie. E6, Berdichev El5 and Berdiansk E20. The previously unidentified 
Vinnitsa of Podolak Gub. of F.Julius Fohs Collection is now presented, clem-ed up by 
a commercial cover, ns E4 3. Odessa E31 is offered in the 29-!,- mm. size with bull• a eye 
and thin rings, and E45 variety, all on connnercial covers. The latter is dated 28.VIII. 
14. E46 is Vossnessensk, or Wosnesensk of E28,. which was poorly reproduced previously. 
E47 is a scarce mute of Warsaw. E48 is a four ring Kishilnev, with thin lines, the inner 
one is improbable as a bull's eye in this instance. E49 of Lodz differs from the E24 
previously shown in the size of the rings (bigger) in closeness of the rings, and 
absence of the accompanying framed rectangle with inscription. We have a Lodz comn. 
cover showing only the framed rectangle and inscription without the ring mute which 
missed the cover evidently. E50 is a teaser. The war censor mark identifies it as 
Vitebsk, however the writer gives his address as Veliki Luki, Pskov G. It looks 
exactly like an Odessa mute. The year is 1916 ! It is almost as puzzling as a Kiev 
mute which wo have on an old 7 kop. stamp, however in this case the writer could have 
utilised a stamp of an old issue at a later date. 

(for illustrations see overleaf) 

We are forced to show again a Kremenchug Fl mute which was shown previously 
on strunp but did not reproduce well. The difficulty of reproducing mutes has eliminE.tted 
showing of lovely cornmGrcial covers, and the subsequent use of tracings only. The 
Bolshoi Tokmek, erroneously labelled by a correspon:lent as from Turkestan, is now 
clarified as of Tavri. G. and is shown·as F6. It was sent on a commercial bank cover 
to Moscow, showing arrival date of 29.VIII.1914. Fl7 is still another Odessa variety 
of 25½ mm. and no bull's eye. Fl8 is Tarutino of Bessarabian Gub. and Fl9, Zombrov 
of Lomza Guberni:a. 
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Gto SL.CHIM 

TABLE G 

Our only ad.di tion to this table is n 6 ring Slonim, which seems to have a tiny 
dot in the centre resembling a bull's eye. We thus cover all of the available ring 
mutes. 

In the next instalment we shall add to Tables Hof No.22 and I of No.23 
B.J.R.P. and then. we shall continue other categories of designs. 
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TU£ DOTS POSTMA12JlS 0~ 
IMPf ~IAL ~USSf A (ONTINUE.D 

W.E:.C. llETl-lllO 
Type 6 (List contirru.ed fran Journal No.28, page 30) 

St.Petersburg Govt. 
428 
429 
430 
431 
432 
433 

. 434 
435 

· 436 
-._437 

438 
439 

; 440 
, 441 

442 
443 
444 
445 
446 
447 
448 
449 

Bielostrov 
Buyanetskaia 
Vira 
Gorodeti 
Dcmozhirivo 
Dranishnikovo 
Izhora 
Kaskovo 
Kipen 
Krasnoye Selo 
Loshkinskaia 
Manfr.hinskaia 
Novoselif 
Pliussa. 
Podgorodnye Pulkovo 
Polya 
Strielna 
Sia.skie Riedld 
Tosna 
Chirkovitsa 
Sha.ldikha 
Yashchera to 
11/11/ 61 then 
Krasncgorskaia 
(Smolensk) 

Sa.ra.tov Govt. 
450 Balukleiskaia 
451 Berezovka 
452 Elushanka. 
453 Kalenskaia 
454 Kamenka to 

14/ 6/ 62 then 
P.O. No.102 
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Saratov Govt. (contd.) 
455 Kamiehker 
456 Kliuchi 
457 Kondel 
458 Niuviuka 
459 Mokroe 
460 Sinodskaia 
461 Sokurskoye-

Uleshskaia 
462 Talovka 
463 Chinoki 
464 Shirokh Buerak 1 
465 do. do. 2 

Simbirsk Govt. 
466 Anastasovskaia 
467 Krasno-Sosenskaia 
468 Pilovalnie Zavodi 
469 Tasai 
470 Talivsin 
471 Terengulsknia 
472 Yurlovskaia 

Semipalttinsk Govt. 
473 Senyarskcia 
474 Yatushevskaia 

Skulyani 
475 Breshkaia 

Smolensk Govt. 
476 Astapovka 
477 Vonlyarovo 
4 78 Gridnevo 
479 Znamenskaia 
480 Koski 
481 Korsakovskaia 
482 .1uthnovski-Postoyalie-

Dvori 
483 Polyanovo 
484 Solovievo 
485 Sofriskaia 
486 Shatalovo 

Simferopol Govt. 
487 Katenskaia 
488 iillbarskaia 
489 Buyuklrunbat 
490 Bolshie Kopni 
491 Saki 

Stavropol Govt. 
492 Aleksandrovskaia 
493 Kavkazskaia 
494 Kolpichenskaia 
495 Medviezhie 
496 Naurskaia 
497 Sredne-Egorliuk 
498 Shelkozavodskaia 

Tambov Govt. 
499 Borshchovlca 
500 Viesovnaia 
501 Okri 
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Tambov Govt. {contd.} TorJsk Govt. {contd.} Chernigf!v Govt. {cont.) 
502 Perkino 540 Kashino 579 Brovari 
503 Rooska.zovo 541 Ovchinnikovo 580 Voronezh 
504 Srunpur 542 Pokrovskoye 581 DremeJ.ovka 
505 Ustie 543 Ubinskayn 582 Dubrovnoye 
506 Cholnavskie Dvoriki 583 Elionskoye 
507 Cheremnshka Tula Govt. 584 Kolitianski Khutor 

544 Bolshie Ploti 585 Nesmiennnia 
Tver Govt. 545 Doltsi 586 Novomglinskaia to 
508 Vidropusk 546 Dorobino 23.4.60 thon 
509 Dietkovo 547 Kadnoye Ponurovslmia 
510 Sherdino 548 Kondrirevskaia. 587 Nosovskaia 
511 Kameclinskoe 549 Lapotkovo 588 Olishevskaia 
512 Miednoye 550 Maloye Malakovo 589 Razdolnaia 
513 Novochudinskaia. 551 Marino 590 Rieki 
514 Pekunovo 552 do. 591 Tuligolovo 
515 Priutovslreia 553 Nikolaevka 592 Churovichi 
516 Sukov0 to 21.6.62 593 Shostenskaia 

then Romanovskaia Khekkov Govt. 594 Esmanskaia 
554 Bidopolie 

Tiflis Goy:V. 555 Volovokhoya.rskaia Cherkask Govt. 
517 Borzhom 556 Goloye. Dolina 595 ilshad.inskaia 
518 Davalu to 25.6.60 557 KoloL'lak 596 Griaznur.hinskaia 

thon Mukusanskaia 558 Lishchi to 12.12.59 then Tomski Zhelievi 
519 Elenovskaia then Senkovskaia Zavod. 
520 Ki vro.zhskaia 559 Novaia Vodolaga 597 Ifagnlni tskaia 
521 Ka.ma.rlinskaia 560 -Rogan 598 Kumishenskaia 
522 Surrunska.ia 561 Dvurukskoie 599 Mi.k:hailovskaia 
523 Eliolskaia 600 Marinskaia 

Kherson Govt. 601 Nazarovskaia to 
Tobolsk Govt. 562 Vamskaia 18.5.61 then P.O. 100 
524 Aba.tskoye 563 Veiland.OVP.. 602 Olkhovi Rog to 18.5.61 
525 Bult:tltleiska 564 Grigoriupol then P.0.99. 
526 BorovliansJ,-...i Zavod 565 Dudre.nskaia 603 Panitskaia 
527 Gotoputovo 566 Zho.uko Yavorskuin 604 Prishibinskaia 
528 Elruiskaia 567 Slinka. 605 Piatibinskaia 
529 Nikobovskaia. 568 Ma.ksimovskaiu 606 Russkaia 
530 Petushanskais 569 Maloviskovskaia 607 Tikhovskaia 
531 Presnovskain 570 Mielovaia 
532 Ribinskaia 571 Pavlishi Chita Govt. 
533 Turinsko.ia 572 Peschuni Brod 608 Kabanskoe 

573 Sositskaia 609 Kaidanovskaia 
'lomsk Govt. 574 Tietinskaia 610 Shelopukhinskaia 
~34 Bersknia 575 Shiryc.evs..l{da 
535 Biriukolsk Schemacha Govt. 
536 Bor;0tolskaia Chernigov Govt. 611 Borguzinskaya 
537 Voznes"mskaia 576 Avdievka 612 Geok-Tonn 
538 Itkulskaia 577 ~tinovka 613 Karrunaryanskaia 
539 I shimskaie. 578 Bereznu. 614 Turyanchoiskaio. 
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Yaroslav Govt. 
615 Gorielovo 
616 Kindyash 
617 Makarovo 
618 Petrovsk 
619 Prechisto~ 
620 Suminskaia 
621 Tunoshka 
622 Tufanovskaia 

Op to and in~luding No.622, 
the list runs in Governments 
in (Russian) alphabetical 
crder. Unlike the rectangles 
the Governments of st.Petersburg 
t..nd Moscow de not heed the 
list but take their places 
in the alphabetical order. 
623 onwards, -the list runs in 
no apparent order, which 
£-uggests these numbers were 
E-dded as new villc.ges needed 
~hem. 

623 Barlomlia (Kharkov) 
624 Gorbako,rske.ia (Jitomir) 
f.25 Voronovichi (Podolia) 
626 Sergievskoie ( i·a.la) 
627 Voinovski Viselki (Tula) 
E:28 Ashevo (Tula) 
629 Petropavlovskaia :Smolensk) 
630 Prechistaia (Smolensk) 
631 Slobodskaia ( Smolensk) 
632 Marichinskaia (Smolensk) 
633 Kisilevskaya (Smolensk) 
634 Pikhtovskaia (Viatka; 
635 Ustlrunenskaia ( Tobolsk) 
636 Kandinskaia ( Tobolsk) 
637 Demyanovskaia ( Tobolsk) 
638 Yakimovichskaia (Minsk) 
639 Maidn.nskaia (Nizh.Nov. ) 
640 Knlinovka (Podolia) 
641 Peskovskaia (Voronezh) 
642 Krestovske.ia (Irkutsk) 
643 Karoklis (Tiflis) 
644 Ukirskaia ( Chi ta) 
645 Kliazitsi (Vitebsk) later 

Stnrovierovka (Poltava) 
646 Izbursk (Pskov) 
647 Patokovichska.ia (Pskov) 
648 Ustchemis-clmlskaia (Tiflis) 
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649 
650 
651 
652 
653 
654 
655 
656 
657 
658 
659 
660 
661 
662 
663 
664 
665 
666 
667 
668 
669 
670 
671 
672 
673 
674 
675 
676 
677 
678 

679 
680 
681 
682 
683 
684 
685 
686 
687 
688 
689 
690 

691 
692 
693 
694 
695 
696 
697 

Nieginskain (Podolia) 
Razritoye (Smolensk) 
Ivanoskoie (Orel) 
Saltikovskaia (Orel) · 
Yachinovskaia (Orel) 
Konstantinovskaia (Cherkassi) 
Ba.zarovo (Ufo.) 
Vigonichskaia (Orel) 
Bratovshchinskaia (Moscow) 
Zaolshanskaia (Moscow) 

Zaolsha.nska.ia Neizvieetno 
Launekal.i (Li vland) 
Romeskali (Livland) 
Novonikolaevskaia (Pol tava) 
Tiupkildi ( Orenburg) 
Yaprikovskaia ( Orenburg) 
Tulupovskoie (Irkutsk) 
Topilnaia (Yekaterinoslav) 
Topilnaia Neizviestbo (Yekater.) 
Poltavskaia 
Mal.inovskaia (Khfilcov) 

Unlmown 
Krasnoiarsk 
Olikskaia (Zhitomia) then Pokachev 

Unlmown 
Yarishevskaia (Podolio.) 
Arro (Estland) 

&slanem (Estland) 
Zabiegaevskaia. (Smolensk) 
Lelistfer (Estland) then 

Ulianinskaia (Moscow) 
Bezezovskaia (Podolia) 
Kulkunovskaia ( Tver) 
Uralskaia (Orenburg) 
Sharlakskaia ( Orenburg) 
Tatishchevskaia ( Orenburg) 
Urtaziwnskaia ( Ore:nburg) 
Steppnaia ( Orenburg) 
Vasilevskaia (Vologda) 
Fedorov (Tver) 
Sarepta (s~•atov) 

Unknown 
Bozhukovskaia (Smolensk) then 

Zarubozhskaia (Smolensk) 
StokmL,-'lshof (Livland) 
Pokrovskoie (knur) 
Valchevskaia (Tambov) 
Kuliko. (Moscow) 

Keidnni (Kovno) 
Kiyasitsi (Vitebsk) 



698 
699 
700 
701 
702 
703 
704 
705 
706 
707 
708 
709 
710 
711 
712 
713 
714 
715 
716 
717 
718 
719 
720 
721 
722 
723 
724 
725 
726 
727 
728 
729 
730 
731 
732 
733 
734 
735 
736 
737 
738 
739 
740 
741 
742 
743 
744 
745 
746 
747 
748 

NeliukstP..ni (Kovno) 
Studenogutskaia (Mogilev) 
Riga Vokzal (Livland) 
Nagnibiedinsk (Yekater.) 
?.fu.rchenslroia (Yekater.) 
Romanovskaia (Yekater.) 
Palenskaia (Kherson) 
Tic.ginska.in (Kherson) 
Sositskaia (Kherson) 
Chcmeerlevskaia·(Kherson) 
Yelznsskaia (Kherson) 
Zno.ukoyavorskaia (Kherson) 
Veilandovskaia (Kherson) 
Konstantinovskaia (Kherson) 
Mzhamska:i a (Kherson) 
Bai talskoia (Kherson) 
Gavrilovskaia (Kherson) 
Ingul (Kherson) 
Kornproieevskaia (Kherson) 
Kondobenskaia (Kherson) 
Kra.snotroktirskaia (Kherson) 
Larievslroia (Kherson) 
Lorerovskaia (Kherson) 
Lisogorskaia (Kherson) 
Linetskaia (Kherson) 
Lcvlizhslroia (Kherson) 
Petrovierovskaia (Kherson) 
Bielozerskaia (Khorson) 
Eliza.vetino (St.Petersburg) 
Opoloye (st.P.) 
Lembovskaia (st.P.) 
Vichkovskaia (Voronezh) 
Fasovskaia (Zhitomir) 
Mezhuevo (Pskov) 
Tellianka (Kharkov) 
Krilasovo (Perm) 
Kurnzhskaia (Perm) 
Loginovskaia (Perm) 
Mari Magdru.ini (Estland) 
Ziunsimoshginskaia (Viatra) 
Lazovskaia (Vitebsk) 
Gamzelevska1a (Vitebsk) 
Krasmkutskaia (Yeko.t.) 
Baskokovsknia ( Tver) 
Eekinskru.a (Tver) 
Drczdovskaia (Kaluga) 
.nndreevskaia. (Kalu~) 
Yarinskaia (Kaluga) 
Sherelcvskaia (Kaluga) 
Kriukcvo (Moscow) 
Kokriukinsknia (Ka.luge.) 

749 Zabiegalovskaia (Vintka) 
750 Proninskaia (Viatka) 
751 Ktmdizhskaia (Viatka) 
752 Mishnurovskaia (Viatkal 
753 Rozhdestvenskaia (Perm 
754 Sorochskaia (Arc=rl 
755 Chishagskaia (Minsk 
756 Sukhodolsk.aia (Tver 
757 Strckachevskaie (Tver) 
758 Diakonovskaia (Kursk) 
759 Medvionka (Kursk) 
760 Kochetovskaia (Kursk) 
761 Voddirevskaia (Kursk) 
762 Ivanovskaia (Kursk) 
763 Nesterovskaia (Vitebsk) 
764 Vasino (Smolensk) 
765 Mikhailovskoia (Smolensk) 
766 Merkulovskaio. (Don) 
767 Zakho.rovskaia (Don) 
768 ·Bokovskaia (Don) 
769 Bolushevskaia (Don) 
770 Pogrebenki ·(Mogilev) 
771 Obidovichi (Mogilev) 
772 Zastienki (Mogilev) 
773 Kazani (Mogilev) 
774 Koloniiskaia (Mogilev) 
775 Seletskaia (Mogilev) 
776 Chechevichi (Mogilev) 
777/787 Levant. 
788 Posolskaio. (Chita) 
789 Kola (Archungel) ., 
790 Vostrovslmia (Volgda) 
791 Fominslreia (Vologda) 
792 Yavgildino (Ufa) 
793 Seruchskaia (Vitebsk) 
794 Vaznlutskaia (Yekater'slnv) 
795 Stalinetsi (Bess.) 
796 Ust Izhora (st.Petersburg) 
797 Ovchininskaia (Vlad;i.mir) 
798 Razantsevslcr.ia (Vladimir) 
799 Borisovskaia (Vlnd.imir) 
800 Bolshemalakhovskaia (Tula) 
801 Bogoslavskaia (Tula) 
802 Yasenka (Tula) 
803 Dzhurmon (Siraferopol) 
804 Cnernaia Dolina (Simferopol) 
805 Mona.stirchenskaia (Vologda) 
806 Plieshkovskaia (Tver) 
807 Raspolovskaia (Orel) 
808 Pozniankovskaia (Orel) 
809 Koshelevskaia (Orel) 
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810 .Anisovskaia (Orel) 
811 Lednevskaia (Orel) 
812 Levant 
813 Megletsi (Novgorod) 
814 :Evdokiraovo (Kostromn) 
815 Kuznechekha (Kostroma) 
816 Kolshevo (Kostroma) 
817 Russko-Kondratsko.ia ( Simbirsk) 
818 Urensko-Karlinskaia (Simbirsk) 
819 Shumovskaia (Sinbirsk) 
820 Siadi (Kovno) 
821 Usinskuia (Viatka) 
822 Akha.lkalaki (Tiflis) 
823/827 Levant 
828 Alzamaiskaia ( Irk.Utsk) 
829 Amchinskaia. ( Irkutsk) 
830 Kutuliksknie. (Irkutsk) 
831 Miena (Chernigov) 
832 Kabanskaia ( Chi ta) 
833 Kaviruchi~zimirak (Chita) 
834 Kulska.ia lChita) 

835 Gorodishchenskaia (Chita) 
836 Mukhoshibirskaia (Chita) 
837 Tinskaia (Krasnoiarsk) 
838 Bertoisko.iu (Krasnoiarsk) 
839 Saledeevskaia (Krasnoiarsk) 
840 Taskinskaia (Krasnoiarsk) 
841 Didrikul (Livlandl 
842 Ra.motski (Li v1ana.· 
843 Zegevold (Livland 
844 Zelisharov (Tver) 
845 Verkhovka (Podolia) 
846 Shkudi (Kovno) 
847 Eletsko.ia (Don) 
848/1700 Not known. 

If any members have covers which prove 
the origin of any of the rrumbers 848/1700, 
will they please advise the Eiitor. 
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f Jlb ZIMSTVO Gl\lfTTII~ 
CONTINU£1' 

RED W. Sl'ff~ 

1. Orel 
2. Elets 
3. Livny 
4. Malourkhnngelsk 

~ ,;: . _ .......... .. . 

5. Bolkhov 
6. Brinnsk 
7. Drnitrov 
8. Kara.chev 

OREL GOVERNMENT 

I ., 

9. Kromi 
10. Mtsen$ 
11. Syevsk 
12. Trubchevsk 

(Three zemstvo-issuing cities; Elets, Livny and Mo.loarkhangelsk) 

Period of zerastvo activity within government; 1869-1900. 

Orel government, located in south central Russia in Et1rope, is bounded by 
those of Smolensk, Kaluga, Tula, Voronezh, Kursk and Chernigov. Its principal rivers 
are the Don, forming a part of the goverrnnent's eastern boundary, the Sosna and the 
Oka and, in the west, the Deana.. The soil is fertile ~xcept in the region of the Deana 
where marshes are found. 

~ea: 18,036 square miles. Populution (1906): 2,365,700. 
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Chief occupation of the inhabitants of Orel government is agriculture which 
is best developed in the eastern part, thinning out in the west. Rye, oats, barley, 
wheat, hemp, and potatoes are the principal crops. Hemp end hemp-seed oil is exported 
from the west to Riga, Libau, St.Petersburg and other cities. Cattle and horse-breeding 
are widely followed as occupations. Orel breeds of carriage nnd draft horses are 
widely esteemed. Industrial activity developed with the growth of tar and pitch plants, 
hemp-carding mills, oil and flour mills and tobacco processing plants. 

In the 9th. Century, the area was inhabited by Slav tribes who were overcome 
by the Vya.tichis in the 10th. Century and they in turn a century later fell under the 
rule of the princes of Chernigov. In 1239-42, mongols swept the area, then came the 
Lithuanians who were forced out in the 16th. Century when the Russians took over. 
Orel residents were supporters of the fe.lse Demetrius in the civil disorders of' the 17th. 
Century. 

In addition to the zemstvo-issuing cities mentioned above, Orel has nine other 
chief towns of their respective districts. They are Orel, the capital, Bolkhov, Briansk, 
Dmitrovsk, Karachev, Kromy, Mtsensk, Syevsk, and Trubchevsk. 

Elets (Orel Government) 

stamp Issuing Period: 1873-1899. 

Elets lies in the extreme eastern section of Orel goverI1J:1ent, 122 miles east 
south east of the city of Orel. It is on the Sosna river and rail lines join it with 
Orel, Borogoditsk to the north and Zernliansk to the south. Its population in 1883 was 
36,680. The city is th~ site of the first grain elevator constructed in Russia. 
There are also tanneries, a railway school and iron and copper founderies. Its merchant3 
bought grain raised in the region, processed it into flour and shipped it to Moscow, 
Riga and other cities. 

Elets was first mentioned in the chronicles of 1147 as a fort of Ryazan. 
Mongols destroyed it in 1239 and again in 1305, then Tamerlane occupied it in 1395 a.a 
the furtherest western point of his advance. Tatars plundered it in 1415 and again in 
1450. The city's modern development dates from the last half of the 17th. Century 
when it became a centre for trade with South Russia. 

Strunps: Elets had seven issues of stamps appearing in four chief designs, 
the last being a St.Petersburg key plate design of the Bakhmut variety. Each design 
featur6d an antlered <leer, f eeing left, standing in front of a pine tree. The initial 
issue was a 3 kopeck lithographed in blue stamp, followed by a E"eries of hand-stnmped 
issues of circular and rectangular designs on various coloured papers. JU'ter 1884, 
only 5 kopeck strunps were issued. Colours of the St.Petersburg Printing Office series 
included shades of carmine rose, lilac, blue and yellow brown. 
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Li vny ( Orel government) 

Stamp Issuing Period: 1869-1900. The post wns suppressed in 1903. 

Livny is located in the east central portion of its government, about 75 miles 
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east of the city of 0rel. It is on the north bank cf the Sosna river and a spur rail 
line links it with the Kursk-Voronezh railroad to the south. As the chief towr1 of its 
district, it reached a population of 20,600 by 1900. Trf.l.ding in leather goods, livestook 
and agricultural producet principally grains, formed the chief occupations of its 
inhabitants. Grain shipments moved principally along the Sosna. 

Stamps: Livny was responsible for seven issues of stamps, appearing in four 
principal designs, the last of which (1894-1900) was of the St.Petersburg key plate series 
of the Bakhmut variety, as was the case with the final issue of Elets. Livny's first 
two issues were of circular design, lithographed in black on reddish surface-coloured 
paper with scalloped edges. A coat of arms allowing in the upper half of the field, a 
stork and its nest in a chimney with small towers at either side features each of the 
remaining Livny issues. The lower hnlf of the field shows three birds in flight. 
Solid colours of red, blue and green were used on Livny's stamps. Its early circular 
stamps were 3 kopE:cks in value; all subsequent ones were 5 kopecks. 

'Maloarkhnngelsk (0rel Government) 

Stamp Issuing Period: 1869-1880. 

Maloarkhangelsk, whose population in 1870 was about 4,000, lies in the south 
central portion ·of 0rel government some 50 miles south-east of the city of Orel. 
Maloarkhangelsk is just east of the Oka river in an area covered with marshes inter
spersed with patches of ground suitable for raising corn. Forested areas begin here 
and extend southward. Moloarchangelsk is eight miles north of the government's 
boundary with that of Kursk and a rail line links the community with the city of Kursk. 
As one of the poorer communities .in its government, the chief occupation of its people 
was the exploitation of the timber resources and some peat mining. 

Stamps: Maloarkhangelsk emitted three issues of stamps, all in circular designs 
and all hand.stomped. All were crudely executed, the first showing a coat of arms with 
a figure ~f the Angel Gabriel. The other two, varying only in size, featured the figure 
for the value of 5 kopecks which was the same for all Maloarkhangelsk stamps. A reprint 
of the first issue appeared in red in 1884. The first issue had been in black and the 
second and third in blue. 

PENZA GOVERI\JliJENT . 

(Three zemstvo-issuing cities: Chembar, Penza and Sare.nsk) 

Periods of zemstvo activity within ~he government: 1874-88, 1899-1912. 

1'he government of Penza lies in the central south eastern section of Russia 
in Europe. It is bounded by th& governments of Nizhnie-Novgorod, Simbirsk, Sarotov 
and Tambov. There are forests in the north, but those thin into steppes in the south. 
It is drained by three large rivers - the Moksha uid the Sura, both navigable, and the 
Khoper. 

~: 14,992 square miles. Population (1906): 1,699,000. 
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7 
.StH8: l 

1. Penza 4. Gorodische 7. Mokshan:y 
2. Chembar 5. Insar 8. Navrochat 
3. Saransh 6. Krasno Slobovsk 9. Nishni Lomov 

. .Agriculture and some livestock and horse raising are the principal occupations 
of the inhabitants although in the north working the stands of timber provides a means 
of livillimhood • Chief crops are rye, oats, buckwheat, hemp, potatoes and beetroot. 
In addition to timber, grain and flour are the principal exports. The climate is 
harsh. There are few ma.nufacturies, leuding type of which is distilleries, followed 
by sugar beet and oil mills, tanneries paper, cloth and woollen mills. 

By the 13th. Century, the Tatars had established control over the Mordvinians 
end Meshcheryaks who had settled in the area. All three fought against the Russians 
until the latter succeeded in taking the city of Penza in 1666. Russian control was 
never disputed after that. 

The government of f~nzu was divided into ten districts, chief towns of which 
in addition to the three menti-:ined above included Gorodische, Insar, Kerensk, Krasno 
Slobovsk, Hokshan:y, Navrochat er.d Nizhni-Lomov. 

Chembar (Penza Government) 

Stamp Issuing Period: 1874-1888. 

Chembar is located in the south western portion of Penza Government, about 
75 miles southwest of the capital city of the same name. Chembar, which is situated 
in steppe land, is noted for its stleep breeding. The town, which had a population of 
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about 5t000 in 1870, is linked by a spur line to the Penza-TP..JDbov railwc.y to the south. 
Raising of grains was the principnl agricultural activity. 

Stamps: Chembar emitted five issues of strunps, appearing in three designs 
all of which showed three shocks of grain sti=mding in the field of the coat of arms. 
In the early iosues they were atop a brick wall which Wf.l.S removed from the design in 
the final issue which dso saw the indication of value removed from the design. All 
Chembar stamps were of 5 kopecks value. '.i'he ini tinl issue appeared on tra.11sparent 
and parchment papers. Colours were blnck and shades of greon except for the final 
issue which was a four-colour lithographed stEJnp with blue and yellow added. 

Penza (Penza Government) 

Stomp Issuing Period: 1899-1912. 

Penza is located in the south eentral section of the province of the same 
name ond of which it is the capital. It is also the chief city of its district. 
Penza, at the confluence of the Penza and the navigable Sura rivers, is about 25 mi~es 
north of the government' a bound:.,_ry with Sar11tov. Principal occupations were fishing 
in the rivers, particularly the Sura, and e.griculture with trade in corn, tallow, oil, 
timber and spirits providing commercial activity. Two fairs were held annually for 
the sale of cattle and horses. Penza had a nec.rby Imperial botanical garden l!Ild also 
libraries, u museum and a theatre. Its cathedral was erected in 1820-21. 

Penza, founded in the early 17th. Century, passed to Russian control in 1666, 
and then slightly more than a. century later wa.s one of the larger cities captured by 
the rebel Pugachev, only to be reconquered by the Russians. Penza w~s swept by great 
fires in 1836, 1839 and 1858. By 1897 Penza's population reached 61,851. 

stamps: Penza's st~.Jnps appeared in six issues, the first two being of its 
own design, featuring a coat of arms with three shocks of grain below c crown somewhat 
sirrri.lar to the design of the stamps of Chnmbar. However, Penza's stemps were rather 
crudely executed lithographs with an octagonal pattern surrounding the coat of arms. 
All its strunps were in single colours, including black, blue, brown-red, yellow green, 
pule lilac, rose nnd violet. Chembar's second design was that of a locally produced 
copy of the Ardatov type of the St.Petersburg key plate designs. Its size (31-;- x 23½ mm.) 
w~s l c.rger and the colours were hqt as slmrp. Penza stamps wore unusue.l in huving o. 
-} kopeck vrdue. Other values were 2, 3, c.nd 10 kopecks. 

SrJ.ransk (Penz c1 Govc-,rnm0nt) 

Sti:unp Issuing Period: 1905-1906. 

Saransk, located in the north east St ction of Penza Government lies 70 miles 
morth of the c:ipi t1:.l city of Penza. It is on a rcil line extonding north from the 
Riezan-Simbirsk trunk line five:: miles to the south. Despite the cold climate which 
averages about 38 degrees, the occupation of t :ie people of this community is lergely 
agricultural.' Principcl crops ~e rye, oats, buckwheat, hemp and potatoes. Exports 
mainly to Nizhnie-Novgorod with which it is linkecl by rail, are largely corn, spirits, 
timber, tallow, hides and honey. 

Saransk was founded in 1641 as a Russian fortress stronghold o.fter the Russinns 
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conquered the areu. It is the seat of nn Orthodox bishop. By 1926, it had attained 
a population of 15,431. 

Stgnps: Saransk hod but one issue 
on green paper coloured through and gununed. 
20 x 28½ mm. and showed in the centre and at 
was perforated 111. 

of a stamp. It was typographed in black 
It wc.s typeset in a frame measuring 

each corner the value of 5 kopecks. It 
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